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Apart from appearing on TV comedy
quiz programmes, I am pleased to

report a new social networking service
that will allow members to receive
instant, up-to-date information from the
union and communicate with each other.

That is why every member will be
getting a free e-mail address as a part of
the union's new communication service.
Some of you may think that social
networking websites and e-mails are for
computer geeks. However, increasingly,
such forms of getting and giving
information are becoming the norm,
whether we like it or not. 

Until only recently, even I did not
exactly embrace the communications
revolution but today I send and receive
e-mails and texts throughout the day. In
many cases it has, for better or worse,
replaced actual conversations. 

That is why RMT Mail and RMT
Junction has been developed, so
members can be kept informed of
developments as they happen. And a lot
is happening.

Network Rail has launched a full
scale attacks on jobs as part of a
ruthless, ill-considered and dangerous
cost cutting exercise.

The union has launched a campaign
on the streets and in Parliament to stop
the madness of slashing around 1,500
rail maintenance jobs.

The impact of the recent floods on
the West Coast Main Line exposes the
potentially fatal flaws in Network Rail's
plans to axe jobs - with 679 of those
planned cuts targeted at the West Coast
route.

This madness is compounded by the
fact that NR managers are cooking up
this industrial vandalism in the opulent
five star surroundings of the Langham
Hotel while raking in huge bonuses. 

RMT is organising a lobby of
parliament on January 27 to ask MPs to
oppose these reckless and needless cuts
in essential and safety critical jobs.

Tube maintenance privateer Tube
Lines is also trying to slash safety
standards to dangerous levels by cutting
twice weekly inspection of escalators to
just once a week and the 12 week
frequency of signal maintenance on the
Jubilee Line will be cut to a 16 week
cycle.

These safety measures were brought
in following the Kings Cross fire and
RMT will, once again, be fighting any
attempts to undermine safety in the
relentless pursuit of private profit.

The introduction of competition on

the railway under European Union
directives has, time and again, proved
disastrous. Yet these EU diktats are
being rolled out across Europe, creating
powerful rail monopolies such as the
German rail giant Deutsche Bahn.

Today, DB is throwing Jarvis fastline
workers on the dole by refusing to take
them on as required by TUPE rules and
is now set to take over the publicly-
owned Tyne and Wear Metro next April. 

This process of rail privatisation,
fragmentation and takeovers is causing
havoc across Europe. That is why the
European Transport Workers Federation
is calling a huge demonstration in
Brussels next spring against EU rules
demanding the break up of national rail
networks. RMT will be there reiterating
union policy, demanding an end to neo-
liberal EU rules which no electorate
asked for or wants.

It is astonishing that another review
of the Royal Fleet Auxiliary may end up
in the privatisation of this crucial
service. Flogging off the RFA to private
companies would threaten the reliability
and security of this vital lifeline to the
armed forces and the drive for profits
and cuts would override the quality of
service. 

Members in Scotland will also receive
a postcard with this magazine to send to
Scottish MSPs to demand that First
Scotrail and the Scottish government
halt plans to remove guards from the
new Edinburgh to Glasgow line via
Bathgate.

Introducing Driver Only Operation is
dangerous and only driven by cost
cutting, not the safety or to benefit
passengers and staff alike.

Bus workers at First Devon and
Cornwall are also being balloted for
strike action over a number of issues
following a breakdown in industrial
relations. Years of cost-cutting by profit-
hungry employers has meant that bus
workers are bearing the brunt of the
damaging, long term effects of
privatisation. Nevertheless, RMT will
fightback where possible to defend the
interests of transport workers of all
grades.

Now is the time of year you may be
lucky enough to have a well-earned rest
and enjoy some time with your families.
So have a restful Christmas and all the
best for the New Year.
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Network Rail Maintenance
workers have voted 97.4

per cent in favour of a pay deal
which will give them 3.5 per
cent this year and RPI plus 0.5
per cent, or 0.5 per cent
guaranteed, in January 2010
and 2011 (whichever is the
greater).

With speculation that RPI
could remain in negative
territory for some time to come
this deal guarantees the
workforce a real-terms increase
of at least 4.5 per cent on the
current rate of pay over the
next three years with no strings
attached.

The deal has been secured
after lengthy negotiations
during which a number of
unacceptable offers were
rejected but as a result of RMT

members standing firm a
package has now been secured
that has been overwhelmingly
endorsed in a referendum
ballot.

RMT general secretary Bob
Crow said that with politicians
talking about pay freezes the
deal delivers RMT members a
real increase of at least 4.5 per
cent over the next three years
with no strings attached and
will also guarantee that they
get their back pay in a lump
sum in time for Christmas.

“I want to pay tribute to our
members for standing firm
throughout these lengthy talks
and to our negotiators for
nailing down a deal which
represents a significant
breakthrough in the current
economic climate,” he said. 

Network Rail has threatened to sack their
entire maintenance workforce of 13,000

and to re-employ a reduced number of
workers on new terms and conditions in a
bid to bulldoze through a multi-billion
pound cuts package.

The threat to sack the workforce that
carry out the essential track maintenance,
signals and overhead lines, was thrown at
RMT representatives during re-organisation
talks.

Network Rail has already said that they it
aims to get rid of 2,500 jobs, 1,800
permanent staff and 700 contractors, which
amounts to nearly 20 per cent of the
maintenance workforce. 

RMT has revealed that nearly half of the
maintenance job cuts planned by Network
Rail are targeted at the West Coast Main
Line, a franchise operated by Virgin Trains
and the busiest rail corridor on the entire
UK system.

Detailed information received by RMT
has confirmed that 650 of those job cuts are
on the West Coast Main Line (WCML).

WCML has been plagued with problems
since a multi-billion pound upgrade that
have hit services hard. Those repeated

infrastructure failures have required
additional input from maintenance crews on
a regular basis. RMT has warned that the
line will be thrown into “total chaos” if the
proposed job cuts are allowed to go
through.

RMT has been demanding that the
company stick to a clear assurance given to
Transport Secretary Lord Adonis that there
will be no compulsory redundancies.

RMT general secretary Bob Crow has
written to Network Rail Chief Executive Iain
Coucher demanding that the mass dismissal
threat be withdrawn.

“It defies belief that the entire workforce
of 13,000 staff out there on the tracks who
keep our rail network safe are being
threatened with the sack in one hit but that
is exactly what Network Rail has said.

“The rail maintenance workforce have
got a gun pointed at their heads and this
union will not negotiate in an atmosphere
of threats and intimidation designed to
bully members into signing up to job losses
and attacks on their terms and conditions,”
he said. 

See pages 14-15

RMT pledged to fight plans
which could lead to the

loss of 1,600 jobs at the
Glasgow-based rail division of
engineering giant Babcock
International.

The threatened job cuts
have been directly linked to
the deferral of nearly a third of
Network Rail’s track renewal
programme this year.

In a profit statement,
Babcock bosses confirmed that
they are considering the
possibility of closing the rail
division, reducing its size or
selling it off. RMT warned that
job losses had already begun
with over 260 jobs being axed
in recent months.

The union has also pointed
to the impact of the
cancellation of the Glasgow
Airport Rail Link by the SNP

administration in Scotland and
a new wave of maintenance
cutbacks being driven through
by Network Rail.

RMT general secretary Bob
Crow called for urgent
government intervention to
protect what's left of industrial
production capacity at
companies like Babcock Rail.

“With the planned
expansion and modernisation
of the rail network the threat
that any of these 1,600
workers could end up thrown
on the dole is madness," he
said.

Over 20 former Jarvis
fastline employees in Scotland
have already been made
redundant by DB Schenker
after the company refused to
abide by Tupe legislation and
take on the workers. 

NETWORK RAIL THREATENS TO SACK
13,000 MAINTENANCE WORKERS

RMT FIGHTS 1,600 JOBS
CUTS AT BABCOCK RAIL

NETWORK RAIL
MAINTENANCE BACK PAY
DEAL BY OVER 97 PER CENT 
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The women’s conference of
the Scottish TUC backed an

RMT emergency motion
opposing plans by Scotrail to
introduce Driver Only Operation
(DOO) on the proposed new rail
service between Glasgow and
Edinburgh via Airdrie to
Bathgate.

The STUC agreed that the
decision to extend DOO
demonstrates that the safety
concerns of women passengers
had not been adequately
addressed.

It resolved to campaign to

persuade the Scottish
Government and First Scotrail to
halt the extension of DOO in
Scotland.

RMT delegate Janet Cassidy
(below) said that the STUC could
not tolerate a situation where
travellers are left vulnerable
because corners are being cut on
staffing levels in order to
maximise profits. 

“We have the support of the
travelling public who recognise
the importance of having a
trained guard close at hand,”
she said.  

The Scottish government and
First Scotrail are proposing

to remove train
guards/conductors and introduce
Driver Only Operation for the
new rail service between
Glasgow and Edinburgh via
Airdrie to Bathgate. 

RMT supports the new service
to tackle social exclusion and
fighting climate change.
However, the union also believes
that passengers’ safety should
come before profit. 

Currently both the driver and
guard have operational safety
duties. The driver is responsible
for the safe operation of the
train and the guard for the
protection of passengers. 

The guard is fully trained in
operational safety and route
knowledge, including being able
to safely operate the doors,
protecting the train and acting
in emergencies such as driver
incapacity, failure of train safety
systems and derailments. 

The Cullen inquiry into the
Ladbroke Grove rail crash
highlighted the essential role of
the guard in protecting the train
due to the death of the driver.
Lord Cullen recommended that
“increasing the training of the
existing staff so that all
members of the on-board staff
are trained in train evacuation
and protection”.

Scotrail plans to replace
guards with ticket examiners
that will not be trained in
operational safety duties. Ticket
examiners will also not have a
permanent presence on the
trains. 

CAMPAIGN

The union has launched a
campaign to stop these
dangerous and reckless plans.

Every RMT member in
Scotland will receive a postcard
with this magazine to send
freepost to their MSP in the
Scottish parliament via RMT
headquarter asking them to sign
a parliamentary motion put
down by Elaine Smith MSP.

RMT assistant general
secretary Pat Sikorski warned
that the moves could lead to the
removal of guards on other
routes.

“If this happens you will lose
the protection of having a guard
responsible for the overall safe
running of the train, safely
controlling the doors and acting
in emergencies such as driver
incapacity, failure of train safety
systems and derailments. 

“Removing permanent trained
staff will deter people from
using trains and it will cost less
than the total salary of one First
Scotrail director,” he said.  

STUC WOMEN’S
CONFERENCE BACKS
FIGHT AGAINST DRIVER
ONLY OPERATION

NO DRIVER ONLY
OPERATION AT
SCOTRAIL 
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RMT is balloting all London Underground
staff for strike action and action short of a
strike in the continuing dispute over pay
and the results will be known on December
21.

Solid support from RMT members in a
48-hour strike in June has already secured
agreement in disputes over breaches of
agreements and the threat to jobs. However,
despite assurances from LU management
that they would engage with tube unions in
ACAS talks that pledge has never been
upheld and the pay issue remains
unresolved.

The current offer on the table is a 1.5 per
cent increase from April 1 2009 and RPI
plus 0.5 per cent or 0.5 per cent (whichever
is the greater) From April 1 2010.

In the meantime, senior Transport for
London bosses have given themselves a 50
per cent increase in bonus payments over
the past two years from £3.6 million in 2007
to £5.3 million this year. 

A mass meeting of RMT London
Underground representatives took the
unanimous view that the current offer is

unacceptable and the union is balloting LUL
members for both strike action and
industrial action short of a strike.

RMT general secretary Bob Crow said
that RMT reps had worked long and hard to
reach agreement on the issues of jobs and
breaches of agreements but had been unable
to secure an acceptable offer on pay. 

“In fact LU management has failed to
uphold a pledge that they offered tube
unions for ACAS talks on this crucial issue.

“As a result we have reached the point
where we have no option but to put the
issue back out to our members and to begin
the process of balloting for further action
across London Underground.

“We are looking for a pay offer that
matches up to deals elsewhere in our
industry and which reflects the real costs of
living and working in an expensive city like
London.

“RMT remains available for further talks
with a view to moving this issue on and
reaching a negotiated settlement acceptable
to our members,” Bob said. 

Transport for London bosses hand
themselves 50 per cent increase in
bonus payments

LONDON
UNDERGROUND
STAFF BALLOTED FOR
ACTION OVER PAY

Three separate groups of members
for working for Transport for

London have all voted
overwhelmingly for industrial action
in localised disputes:
• EDF Energy Powerlink – a re-ballot

of members in support of this
year’s pay claim following the use
of the anti-trade union laws to
overturn a previous five to one vote
for action on a turnout of over 80
per cent

• Stratford Market Depot – Alstom
Metro Trains - harmonisation
dispute following a failure to agree
and the exhaustion of the local
negotiating process.

• LUL Willesden Green Group Station
Staff –  dispute over the unfair
dismissal of Colleen Johnston,
Station Supervisor and in support
of her unconditional reinstatement

RMT general secretary Bob Crow said
that despite the use of the courts anti-
trade union laws to shackle the union,
RMT members continue to show their
determination to fight for decent pay
and conditions and against attacks on
the union.

“In these separate ballots RMT is
showing again that this trade union
will not be found wanting when it
comes to fighting for fairness and
justice in the workplace,” he said. 

Another ballot for industrial action
involving London Underground
Hammersmith Depot Drivers has been
cancelled. The dispute over the
imposition of rosters and duty
schedules on train operators without
the agreement of local representatives
has been resolved.

An agreement was reached to
convert two pool positions to rostered
positions at times to be agreed locally.
This had the effect of dealing cuts to
the roster as well as improving the
position regarding the lack of
“middle” turns.

In addition, weekend duties covered
by part-time staff have been taken out
of the roster as per agreements. This
allows for more family and welfare
friendly rostered turns of duty.  

RMT MEMBERS
BACK ACTION
IN THREE LUL
DISPUTES  
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RMT demanded an end to
contracting out recently

after senior Transport for
London bosses received a 50
per cent increase in bonus
payments over the past two
years from £3.6 million in
2007 to £5.3 million this
year.

Tube cleaners fighting for
TfL chair Boris Johnson’s
London Living Wage held a
protest outside the former
Metronet headquarters.

RMT is demanding that all
tube cleaning services should
be brought back in house on
decent wages and terms and
conditions with the cleaners
recognised as an integral part
of the London Underground
team rather than a soft touch
for cuts and exploitation.

The union also slammed
private company Advance –
who clean train trains for
Southern running out of
London Bridge and Victoria –
for slashing staffing levels in
order to prop up their profits.
RMT is warning that the

cleaning cuts will leave
trains dirty on these
important London commuter
services.

RMT general secretary
Bob Crow said that continued
attacks on tube cleaners
show that senior Tube and
rail managers, and the
Mayor, were prepared to turn
a blind eye to the continued
exploitation of those doing
the dirtiest jobs on the lowest
pay.

“Londoners should not
tolerate a situation where TfL
bosses get a 50 per cent
increase in bonuses over the
past two years while Tube
cleaners are denied the
London Living Wage and are
forced to endure the
uncertainty of repeated
privatisation.

“RMT’s fight for justice
for cleaners will continue to
put this issue right in front
of the Mayor and rail bosses
who have the power to stop
this exploitation,” he said. 

RMT members working on
the cleaning contract for

Virgin Trains on the West
Coast Main Line have been
engaged in a campaign of
industrial action against
poverty pay and working
practices that treat them as
third class citizens.

Around 140 members up
and down the West Coast
route kicked off two 24 strikes
for workplace justice at the
end of November involving
the following depots; Carlisle,
Crewe, Edge Hill (Liverpool),
Euston, Glasgow, Liverpool,
Longsight, Manchester

Piccadilly, Oxley Sidings,
Polmadie (Glasgow), Preston,
Wembley and
Wolverhampton.

The contract to clean and
maintain Virgin Trains is held
by Alstom West Coast Train
Care. 

The cleaning side of it is
then contracted out by
Alstom to Carlisle Cleaning
and Support Services.

Carlisle has a murky
history which tracks their
existence right the way back
to the darkest days of
Thatcherism, union-busting
and privatisation of public

services. A major shareholder
in the Carlisle Group today is
none other than Lord Ashcroft
– Tory Party vice-chairman
and financier who is using his
millions to bankroll Tory
candidates in marginal seats.

RMT has made sure that
the press know that a chunk
of the funds pouring in to the
Tory Party coffers via Lord
Ashcroft are being generated
by RMT members cleaning
Virgin Trains on minimum
wage who have been told that
there is no cash to give them
a decent pay rise this year. 

RMT General Secretary

Bob Crow said that the strike
was all about the fight
against poverty pay and for
dignity and respect at work
for the cleaners who toil
through the night to maintain
the Virgin trains on the
prestigious West Coast route.

“Carlisle Group has offered
these workers nothing this
year despite the fact that the
company is highly profitable
and that there’s plenty of cash
in the coffers for the directors
and shareholders and their pet
projects like bankrolling the
Tory Party election
campaign,” he said. 

RMT DEMANDS JUSTICE
FOR CLEANERS 

VIRGIN TRAIN CLEANERS STRIKE
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RMT signalling staff in the Wales and the
Marches Operations area have backed

strike action and action short of strike action
over the imposition of rosters at the new
South Wales Control Centre due to open in
January 2010.

The ballot covered RMT signalling grades
members at the following NR signalling
locations in the Wales and Marches
Operations Area; the new South Wales

Control Centre, Newport panel, Vale of
Glamorgan (Barry Box, Barry Relief,
Aberthaw Box, Cowbridge Road Box),
Rhymney Valley (Heath Junction, Ystrad
Mynach, Bargoed), Cardiff panel and Port
Talbot panel.

Members are furious at the attempt to
bulldoze through rosters at the new South
Wales Control Centre which are all about
saving money and which unilaterally rips up

existing agreements
The union maintains that the existing 12

hour roster is tried and tested and that the
eight hour roster that Network Rail is trying
to impose at the new South Wales Control
Centre when it opens in January will have
damaging consequences.

RMT remains available for talks and would
urge Network Rail to get back around the
table to negotiate a settlement to this dispute.

RMT is balloting members on the
Southern rail franchise for strike action

after the company refused to offer any
extra payments or additional leave for
working on December 28 – a recognised
bank holiday across the whole of the UK.

Southern has told RMT that it does not
recognise Monday December 28 as a bank
holiday and its stubborn refusal to engage
in any meaningful talks with the union on
the issue has forced RMT to initiate a strike
ballot.

The ballot will close on Monday
December 21 and RMT is calling for a
massive yes vote for strike action.

RMT general secretary, Bob Crow said “It
was our clear view that members on
Southern should be properly rewarded for
having to work on a public holiday in line
with agreements in place across the rest of
the rail network.

“Southern should be recognising the
hard work and dedication of their staff over
the year by offering a gesture of goodwill
over the festive season. Instead, they are
playing the role of Scrooge and demanding
Christmas bank holiday working for flat
rate pay. 

“That is an insult to our members and
that is why we are balloting for strike
action,” he said. 

RMT BALLOTS MEMBERS AT
SOUTHERN OVER CHRISTMAS
WORKING INSULT

SOUTH WALES SIGNALLING
STAFF BALLOT FOR ACTION 
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Parliamentary column

EAST COAST
NATIONALISATION SHOULD
NOT BE A STOP GAP

The welcome decision to re-nationalise the East
Coast mainline is good news for passengers,
staff and everyone with an interest in railways.
This is a welcome step in the right direction. 

However, much as I would like to be wrong, I
don’t think a sudden conversion to wholesale
nationalisation has swept the corridors of the
Department of Transport. 

That is a shame because this sorry tale has
shown one thing; a privatised rail system does
not work. Especially not this botched model
introduced by the Tories a matter of weeks
before the electoral tide swept them into oblivion
in 1997. 

There is no better time to look again at
unravelling the privatised system and re-
introducing a nationalised model. Our rail system
is unique. Unlike Japan or France we don’t just
have a series of high speed lines linking major
cities. There are, despite Beeching’s best effort,
many branch lines, rural services and seasonal
services that have very few passengers in the
winter months. They don’t and never will make
money and are subsidised by the Department of
Transport. However, it is the private operators
that benefit from the huge subsidies to keep
these lines going. It was always going to be the
case that the modern, profit making, routes
would be cherry picked by shareholders hungry
for profit. The ironic thing is that one of these
has been the first to return to nationalised hands. 

What baffles me is why this is only a temporary
measure. It would have been the ideal chance
for the government to send a clear message of a
return to a public owned, publicly accountable
rail network. I think everyone now realises that’s
what needed. Yet no one at the heart of
Whitehall seems prepared to say so openly. 

Yes, there were faults with British Rail. However,
most of these were caused by chronic under-
investment by the Thatcher and Major
governments. The Tories approach to running a
railway is best summed up by their wilful neglect
of key lines in the 1980s and the wish to close
lines like the magnificent Settle Carlisle. 

They had learnt nothing from Beeching’s

mistakes and I fear a new Tory government
could provoke a new wave of line closures. To
the Labour government’s credit they have
provided investment in the railways and presided
over record increases in passenger numbers.
The frustrating thing is that so much more could
be done. 

I listened, with some nostalgia, to a Radio 5 Live
debate recently on railways. The subject was
British Rail and listeners were invited to recall
their memories. As expected it wasn’t long
before stories of expensive sandwiches and
wrong types of snow were recalled. It made light
of the subject, but missed the wider point that
the model that had been put in place decades
ago by the Atlee Government actually worked. 

It was under-investment, not the system, which
caused train delays, tatty carriages and
infrequent services. Quite simply, it was a failure
to recognise the economic and social worth of
the railways and the continuing role they have to
play in this country. Rail privatisation was never
going to work. The National Express shambles
has, once again, underlined that fact. 

In many ways, the future of the rail industry is at
a crossroads. We now have, thanks to the
government, better rolling stock on many lines,
more services and improved stations. The
actually infrastructure is better than ever. 

In my Halifax constituency we have more
services to Leeds and Manchester than we had
in the 1980s, and the Brighouse line to
Huddersfield re-opened a few years ago. A
million people use the station every year. All this
is despite  privatisation, not because of it.  

The railways will always need government
intervention. The sorry saga of the East Coast
Main Line proves that. If the Tories’ vision for the
railways back in 1997 had been en-acted we
would now be seeing rotting track beds on vital
rural lines in areas like Cornwall, Norfolk and mid
Wales. 

The time has come to re-nationalise our railways,
to build new lines not bulldoze over old ones
with supermarkets and roads. If the Tories
privatisation proved one thing it was this, the
market system in the rail network doesn’t work.
The only way to have a rail system fit for
purpose in the 21st century is one that is
publicly owned and publicly accountable. It
wouldn’t be a bad rail policy for the Brown
government to be remembered by would it?

Linda Riordan MP for Halifax

Linda Riordan has also put down an early day
motion in support of the campaign to stop Network
Rail cuts, see page 14

The union is balloting First Devon
and Cornwall bus driving

members based in south Devon for
strike action following a breakdown
in industrial relations.

A simmering dispute over the
breakdown in disciplinary procedures
erupted when a leaked e-mail written
by one manager to another about a
minor complaint from a local
resident found its way onto the
Plymouth depot union notice board. 

The brief e-mail stated “could you
please get this through the thick
skulls of these stupid drivers that
this is not acceptable behaviour”. 

An emergency meeting was called
and over 100 members in attendance
voted unanimously for action to be
taken. 

The national executive gave the
company a week to resolve the
matter but no progress was made
and a further branch meeting
unanimously backed a call for
industrial action regarding the
breakdown in disciplinary
procedures, breakdown in local
machinery of negotiation plus health
and safety procedures, breaches of
schedules and duties agreement,
failure to consult this union on
‘green road’ and no assurances of
full representation at Road Safety
Management Systems meetings. 

Dartmouth, Plymouth, Tavistock,
Torpoint and Totnes depots are being
balloted for strike action. The author
of the e-mail has since resigned from
her position. 

FIRST DEVON AND
CORNWALL BUS
WORKERS
BALLOTED FOR
ACTION



RMT pledged an all out fight to block plans
to privatise the Royal Fleet Auxiliary –

the navy’s lifeline delivering fuel, food stores
and ammunition.

Pressure from Treasury officials have
apparently forced the Ministry of Defence to
consider handing the RFA over to private
companies, putting thousands of jobs at risk.

RMT warned that the flogging off of the
RFA to private companies would threaten the
reliability and security of this vital lifeline to
our naval vessels around the world as the
drive for profits and cuts would override the
quality of service. 

The MoD would also lose direct control of
the most essential element of the Royal
Navy’s support structure.

RMT has also pointed out that a review of
the of the Royal Fleet Auxiliary just two years
ago concluded that the service was first rate
and that there was no need to review it again
until 2020.

Under the MoD proposals for a new review,
expected to recommend privatisation, will be
cobbled together in just two or three months
in time for the pre-Budget report.

RMT general secretary Bob Crow said that
it was a national disgrace that top of the list
for government public spending cuts and
privatisation is the Royal Fleet Auxiliary – the
essential lifeline to the armed forces on active
service all around the globe.

“RMT will mobilise to fight this plan which
would amount to an act of short-term suicide
that would rob the navy of over a hundred
years of experience in the dash for public
spending cuts and private profits. RMT is
seeking an urgent meeting with Defence
Secretary Bob Ainsworth to prevent this act
of vandalism from reaching the pre-Budget
report.”

RMT National Maritime Secretary Steve
Todd warned that thousands of skilled
merchant seafarers, serving the Royal Navy in
war zones around the world and here at
home, face the prospect of being slung on the
scrap heap. 

“That is a disgraceful kick in the teeth to
brave seafarers who have played a vital role
in conflict after conflict with many paying
the ultimate price with their lives,” he said.
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RMT general secretary Bob
Crow and national

secretary Steve Todd recently
met with Scottish government
officials to express RMT
concerns over the way the
review of Scottish Ferry
services is being carried out.

Civil servants have
commissioned consultants to
examine how ferry services
are currently operated and
how these services should be
organised without any
opportunity for input on this
process by trade unions. 

It is possible that additional
ferry services might be
recommended, but the
consultancy work being
undertaken by Professor Alf
Baird University of the
Transport Research Institute at

Edinburgh Napier University is
also examining the structure
and existing networks of ferry
services, including the Clyde
and Hebrides, and the
Northern Isles. 

The Scottish TUC were
subsequently invited onto the
Steering Group which was
overseeing the review process,
however efforts to resolve the
problems outlined above have
not been successful.

RMT has advised the
Scottish officials that the
review is in danger of
becoming an excuse to exploit
long standing opposition to
the role of Caledonian
MacBrayne by certain people
involved in carrying out the
research. As a result the STUC
together with the affiliated

trade unions have decided to
withdraw from the Steering
Group, although the trade
unions will still play a full
role in the subsequent
consultation process.

As a result of RMT
representations the union
made a submission outlining
arguments for the retention of
the Clyde and Hebrides
network direct to the Scottish
government. 

PUBLIC FINANCING

RMT has also welcomed a
European Commission decision
which has deemed the public
financing of ferry services in
Scotland to be lawful.

The subsidy regime has
been deemed to be within EU
law and there seems to be no

explicit moves to break up the
Clyde and Hebrides bundle.

However RMT is concerned
that the Commission has
stated that the Gourock-
Dunoon service should again
be tendered.

“RMT remains opposed to
the tendering of the Clyde and
Hebrides lifeline ferry services
brought about by EU rules,”
Bob Crow said.

The union urged the
Scottish government to make
an effective case against
tendering and use all resources
for the improvement of ferry
services to passengers rather
than embark upon another
needless tendering exercise
that will waste more
taxpayers’ money. 

RMT TO FIGHT PLANS TO PRIVATISE
ROYAL FLEET AUXILIARY

DEFENDING SCOTTISH FERRIES



Last year RMT Learning was
given the job of finding a way
to discuss learning opportunities
with seafarers. 

That doesn’t sound too
difficult until you consider that
most of our seafaring members
are working all over the world,
and when they are not, after
weeks away, they just want to
go home!

We decided eventually to try
and put a DVD together that
might provoke a bit of
discussion. In hindsight, with
the finished DVD, it seems quite
a simple task, but at the
beginning I had no idea what
we would end up with. In fact, I
consider this a work in progress
because this is really an opening
gambit. 

To begin with, it was
necessary to secure some
funding which we managed
through the Union Learning
Fund. This gave us enough
money to get the finished article
edited, and produced. The rest

of it – filming, and scripting,
producing and presenting –
would all have to be done by
volunteers.

Luckily, I know enough
about some of my colleagues to
persuade them to take part and
help out. It took a long time.
Indeed a certain shipping
official would regularly point
out that a second Harry Potter
film was in production since I
began work on this project.  It is
all in the details though and a
lot of time was spent making
sure the interactive content
worked. A lot of footage had to
be redone and a lot of
expletives deleted.

I hope enough of you at sea,
as well as any other remote
worker, will find a quiet
moment where you will be able
to go on line to look through
the presentation. It would then
be great if you could contact us
to tell us what you think of it
and what RMT Learning can do
for you. 

It can take just a few minutes
to check it out or, you can
spend as long as you want at
the various sites. There are links
to stuff about money, languages
and computing. There’s
information on courses and how
to get funding. There is advice
on how to become involved
with RMT and become a Union
Learning Representative.

National Secretary Steve
Todd, who appears in this DVD,
is very keen that seafarers get
the same opportunities as shore-
based workers.

I want to gradually build up
contacts and get some kind of

forum going.
We want this to develop into

some form of virtual
conversation where you can tell
us your opinions of what we do
– good or bad. Thanks to all the
people who helped on this and
all the seafarers who gave their
advice.  

If you want a copy of this
interactive DVD please contact RMT
learning at a.brattle@rmt.org.uk or
c.marshall@rmt.org.uk (Dover
shipping)

Mike Sargent
m.sargent@rmt.org.uk
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RMT has turned up the heat on the
government over a loophole that

allows ferry operators between UK ports to
ignore minimum wage legislation and pay
non-UK seafarers as little as £2 an hour.

With the Equality Bill reaching its final
report stage, the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office (FCO) has
deliberately blocked an amendment which
would have closed the loophole using
spurious legal arguments that have already
been demolished by specialist maritime
legal opinion.

Early Day Motion 294 tabled by Labour
MP Gwyn Prosser backs the RMT campaign
and RMT officials, along with members of
the RMT parliamentary group, has met
ministers to press the case for allowing

amendments that bring seafarers into line
with the UK National Minimum Wage, and
the full repeal of the discriminatory
provisions against seafarers in the 1976
Race Relations Act.

RMT general secretary Bob Crow
warned that David Miliband and the
government were presiding over a policy
that openly allows the exploitation of
seafarers on British ships. 

“Their obstruction to the National
Minimum Wage amendment to the
Equality Bill that would help close this
shameful loophole is a disgrace. 

“RMT will be stepping up our campaign
this week to mobilise support for an end to
pay exploitation on UK ferry services,” he
said.  

ON BOARD WITH RMT
RMT Learning, shipping development worker Mike
Sargent explains how a new DVD could open up
the world of learning to seafarer members

EARLY DAY MOTION 294 – GWYN PROSSER MP
SEAFARERS’ POVERTY PAY AND THE FOREIGN
OFFICE
That this House notes that for a number of years
discussions have been taking place in both Houses
with government and with the TUC to seek to resolve
the horrendous situation whereby ferry company
owners and others, whose vessels regularly trade on
fixed routes between UK ports are allowed to pay
poverty wages substantially below the minimum
wage to non-UK seafarers including rates as little as
£2.00 per hour; welcomes the fact that a number of
members have supported amendments to the Equality
Bill which would close this loophole; is therefore
dismayed that the Foreign and Commonwealth Office
(FCO) is blocking these amendments by claiming that
applying  the minimum wage on ferries that trade
solely between UK ports could mean the UK is in
breach of United Nations Convention of the Law of
the Sea; further notes the FCO have adopted this
position despite independent legal advice to the
contrary provided to the RMT union and also the
advice of the International Transport Workers
Federation; is appalled that in the 21st Century the
Foreign Office is effectively allowing the continuation
of  poverty wages to continue in UK waters; and
calls on the Foreign Secretary to immediately publish
the legal advice on which their blocking action is
based and allow the advice to be subject to urgent
independent scrutiny.

RMT TURNS UP PRESSURE
OVER PAY EXPLOITATION ON
UK FERRY SERVICES

“I want more copies of this DVD.
It is a great tool for learners and
for RMT. We want to see it used
on board every vessel in the fleet”
Lead learning rep for Wightlink
ferries Eddie Mills 
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European Transport Workers’ Federation
(ETF) railway section delegates from across
Europe agreed to organise a demonstration
in the Belgian capital Brussels in spring
next year against European Union rail
‘liberalisation’ diktats.

The protest has been called to protest
against the introduction of international
passenger rail competition from January
2010 under EU’s so-called ‘third rail
package’, which is a real and imminent
threat to jobs, wages and working
conditions across the continent.  Recent
European Court of Justice judgments have
also given business huge new powers to
tear up union agreements and undermine
workers’ rights.

Belgian railworkers’ union CGSP led a
national rail strike last month against
compulsory redundancies in Belgian
railways as EU rail ‘liberalisation’ rules
start to bite.  

RMT Council of Executives
representatives Oliver New and Alex
Gordon joined 75 delegates of ETF rail
union affiliates from Britain, France,
Belgium, Holland, Germany, Austria, Czech
Republic, Hungary, Russia, Poland, Latvia,
Lithuania, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Spain
and Italy.  

Alex Gordon said that RMT had
sometimes been a lone voice in warning
European colleagues about EU legislation
which breaks up and privatises state rail
networks in order to create private rail
monopolies.  

“Some union leaders liked to pretend rail

privatisation in the UK was a one-off,
experiment gone wrong, claiming EU-style
‘social partnership’ trade unionism could
tame EU rail liberalisation, this has proved
to be a mistaken dead end,” he said.

The EU’s ‘second rail package’ is already
impacting on rail networks across Europe.
Introduced in April 2006, this package of
neo-liberal rules opened domestic rail
freight networks to competition and forced
sell-offs of state-owned, railfreight
companies, enforcing strict rules classifying
public investment as “illegal state aid”.  

The global economic crisis has shown
EU rail ‘liberalisation’ assists employers in
the railfreight sector to make workers
redundant and reduce overheads while still
profiting from fat public subsidies.  

The ‘second rail package’ resulted in
German rail operator, DB Schenker’s
takeover of once publicly-owned rail
freight companies in Belgium, Luxembourg,
Netherlands, Denmark and the UK as well
as expansion into Italy, Switzerland,
France, Spain, Romania, Bulgaria and
Poland.  

Austrian rail freight operator OBB has
taken over MAV-Cargo in Hungary, while
France’s SNCF-Fret bought rail freight
operators in Germany and Italy and the
French state company proudly
proclaims“our strategy of conquest –
globalisation and the European process
have changed the face of commerce”.  

In October the European Commission
announced its intention to ‘recast’ the ‘first
rail package’, including infamous directive

91/440EC, which splits infrastructure
ownership from train operations to
introduce market competition into railways.
This announcement directly challenges
Belgian, Dutch and German government
attempts to use “Holding Companies” with
common management boards for both
infrastructure and operations to avoid
outright rail privatisation. This recast ‘first
package’ places rail workers in every EU
member state right in the path of full-scale
rail privatisation.  

The ETF backed the huge protest by rail
workers in Paris last year against EU rail
diktats and is demanding a halt to further
rail ‘liberalisation’, an end to the
fragmentation and separation of
infrastructure from operations, out-sourcing
and privatisation.  

ETF now agrees with RMT that
undemocratic European Commission rail
policies have led to a “dramatic decrease”
in rail jobs, as well as “social dumping”.  

The ETF points out that EU-wide
minimum standards on working hours and
professional qualifications are “mostly far
below Western European standards and
therefore represent a social setback”.  

It also accuses the Commission of
abandoning a ‘modal shift’ from road to
rail to appease big business and instead
promoting a corporate-led, liberalised,
‘lightly-regulated’ transport market.  

RMT will be supporting Belgian rail
unions and the protest in Brussels planned
for next year.  Keep your eye on RMT News
for details.

ETF calls massive international protest in Brussels early next year against
the EU’s rail privatisation drive 

No2EU RAIL “LIBERALISATION”
PROTEST: RMT members demonstrating in Paris in 2008
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RMT welcomed the return of the
East Coast Main Line rail
franchise to the public sector in
November and demanded an
end to the “chaos, instability
and waste” of rail privatisation.

The union also welcomed
the government’s announcement
that National Express will have
its East Anglia franchise
terminated in 2011 when the
franchise runs out. It is also
likely that the company will be
thrown off its remaining
franchise on the Southend to
London c2c line, which also
runs out in 2011.

The company defaulted on
the East Coast Main Line,
abandoning its financial
obligations agreed in 2007 to
pay £1.4 billion over seven
years to run the line, effectively
ruling the company out of

future tenders.
“Someone who has defaulted

on a franchise in the way that
they have would not qualify to
run a franchise,” said a
Department of Transport
spokesman.

This has raised concerns over
how much crisis-ridden National
Express – which still has no
chief executive after Richard
Bowker jumped ship to run
Dubai railways in July – will be
interested in running a decent
service on its remaining
franchises.

Dutch railways, Nedrail, and
the German state-owned rail
company Deutsche Bahn and a
number of other companies such
as Arriva and FirstGroup are
expected to bid in 2011 to run
the East Anglia and Essex lines
in time for the 2012 Olympics.

However, RMT called for the
franchises not to be handed over

once more as cash cows but
kept in the public sector for
good following the shambolic
collapse of the East Coast Main
Line operation.

National Express handed over
the failed franchise to a new,
publicly owned operation
Directly Operated Railways
(DOR) holding company called
East Coast. The union pointed
out that the structure of DOR
allows for it to take in other rail
franchises from the Train
Operating Companies.

The bulk of the other rail
franchises are only being kept
afloat by hundreds of millions
of pounds of taxpayer subsidy
and are riddled with poor levels
of service failure. 

If the taxpayer subsidies were
stripped away a lot of the
franchises would collapse in the
same way as National Express
on the East Coast.

The long slow death of
National Express as a UK rail
operator should create a shift
back to public ownership which
would bring the politicians into
line with the wishes of over 70
per cent of the British people in
a recent RMT-commissioned
poll.

RMT general secretary Bob
Crow said that the rail franchise
system had degenerated into an
indefensible farce.

“The government is
desperately trying to hand over
another fat wodge of taxpayers
cash to another privateer, but
the time has come to call a halt
to the rail privatisation disaster. 

“Passengers and staff alike
are sick and tired of the waste,
inefficiency and crisis
management of rail privatisation
that is at the heart of the
National Express fiasco,” he
said.  

EAST COAST MAIN LINE
BACK IN PUBLIC HANDS
Union demands end to rail privatisation chaos as
National Express is thrown off East Anglia franchise
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Network Rail chiefs met in the
five star opulence of London’s
Langham Hotel recent to discuss
multi-billion pound cuts plan
that will leave 1,500 essential
safety maintenance staff facing
the sack.

RMT general secretary Bob
Crow said that while 1500
emergency track maintenance
staff face the prospect of being
slung on the dole this
Christmas, their Network Rail
bosses are strutting around in
the five star luxury. 

"The top bosses at Network
Rail are making multi-billion
cuts to the rail infrastructure
with the maintenance jobs of
RMT members in the firing line.
At the same time they are
paying out wads of cash to
enjoy the opulence of the
Langham Hotel. Our members
are furious and will not take
this insult without a real fight."
he said.

The 1,500 workers in the
firing line are responsible for
inspecting and repairing the

track, signals and overhead lines
are to be sacked as part of an
“efficiency” drive.  Hundreds of
workers have contacted a
confidential email line to say
lives could be put at risk.
Examples include:
• Reducing track safety

inspections 

• Delaying the repair of faulty
level crossings 

• Reducing safety checks on
railway signals 

The rail accidents at Hatfield,
Potters Bar and Grayrigg Rail
were caused by a failure in the
management of the rail
Infrastructure. Rail workers are
so concerned they believe cuts
proposed by Network Rail will
result in another rail tragedy.

The union has produced a
postcard for passengers and
staff to send to their MP to ask
them to sign Early Day Motion
80 (below), put down by Linda
Riordan, MP for Halifax, calling
for job cuts to be shelved in the
interests of safety which has

already been signed by around
50 MPs.

NR MISLEAD MINISTER 

Network Rail, the not-for-
dividend owner of Britain’s rail
infrastructure, has also misled
Transport Secretary Lord Adonis
over the threat of compulsory
redundancies to rail
maintenance workers.

Earlier this year, RMT
received a letter from Lord
Adonis saying that he had been
given a clear cut assurance by
Network Rail that there would
be no compulsory redundancies
as part of a job loss programme
across the railways that
currently puts nearly 1500
permanent maintenance jobs
under threat.

But in the minutes of a
Transport Select Committee
meeting recently, Network Rail
Chief Executive Iain Coucher is
quoted as saying: “I am not
party to what the Secretary of
State writes, but what we have
made quite clear is if we want

to reduce the running of the
railway, which we do, we will
have to let people go.

“ I have said publicly that we
will try and minimise the
amount of compulsory
redundancies but there are parts
of the country where that
simply will not be possible,” he
said.

RMT General Secretary Bob
Crow said that one minute
Network Rail was telling
ministers there will be no
compulsory redundancies and
the next minute they are telling
the Select Committee that there
will be. 

“This is an outrageous way
to behave and our members are
rightly angry at being treated
with such contempt,” he said.

The union is calling for an
urgent intervention by Transport
Secretary Lord Adonis to get a
copper-bottomed guarantee
from Network Rail that they will
stick to their original
commitment to no compulsory
redundancies.

HALT THE NETWORK
RAIL JOBS CULL 
RMT launches campaign to stop sacking of
1,500 maintenance staff while Network Rail
bosses book in to five star luxury hotel 



Coucher also recently
welcomed the fact that the
company’s revenues fell
after Network Rail reduced
its charges to operators by
five per cent per passenger
kilometre, or 22p per
passenger journey by
April 1.

“I must be the only
chief executive
celebrating the fact that our
revenue has gone down,” he told
The Times.

The company’s revenue
dropped by nearly 10 per cent to
£2.84 billion after the Office of
Rail Regulation imposed a new
charging structure for
passengers and freight.

FLOODS EXPOSE CUTS MADNESS 

Floods on the West Coast Main
Line have also exposed the
potentially fatal flaws in
Network Rail’s plans to axe
1448 maintenance jobs – with
679 of those planned job cuts
targeted at the West Coast route.

A landslip at Southwaite led
to a temporary suspension of

the West Coast Main
Line but thanks to immediate
action by Network Rail crews
the line was soon re-opened.
Maintenance crews have battled
for long hours in atrocious
conditions to keep rail services
running.

Recent flooding in the North
West and across other parts of
the country has reinforced the
importance of having a fully-
crewed rail maintenance team
able to respond to peaks of
demand and run by people who
understand engineering and not
by bureaucrats and accountants
shuffling numbers on balance
sheets.
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EARLY DAY MOTION 80 NETWORK RAIL AND SAFETY

That this House notes the decision of Network Rail
to announce the loss of thousands of frontline
maintenance jobs by spring 2010; believes that this
will mean that in a matter of months there will be
a drop ofup to20 per cent. in the number of rail
workers carrying out essential inspection and
maintenance work; further believes that these deep
and rapid cuts raise genuine and urgent concerns
as to whether Network Rail will be able to ensure
the safe and efficient running of the railway,
including the adequate inspection and repair of
track, signals, overhead lines and other
infrastructure; is deeply concerned that Network
Rail is failing to consult the trade unions on the
safety implications of the proposals; further notes
that the cuts are in part due to the fact that the
economic rail regulator, the Office of Rail
Regulation (ORR), has asked Network Rail to make
efficiency savings of 21 per cent. over the next five
years; is further concerned that because the ORR is
both the safety and economic regulator it will be
difficult for an objective view to be taken as to
whether the safety of passengers and workers will
be put at risk; believes the cuts cannot be justified;
and calls on the Government to use its power as
the primary funder of Network Rail to intervene to
ensure that Network Rail directors put safety first.

Linda Riordan MP

RMT  has accused Transport
for London and Tube Lines

of slashing safety standards to
dangerous levels by
implementing plans to cut twice
weekly inspection of escalators
to just once a week and the 12
week frequency of signal
maintenance on the Jubilee Line
will be cut to a 16 week cycle.

The latest safety and
maintenance cuts on the Tube
Lines section of the
Underground have come just
two weeks after RMT exposed
moves to hack back the
frequency of track inspections
on the Jubilee Line extension.

RMT has pointed out that one
of the causes of the Kings Cross
fire was a lack of regular
escalator inspections. The union
is also challenging the failure to
consult with health and safety
reps before the cuts were
implemented, making a mockery
of the agreed procedures.

The union demanding the
intervention of TfL Chair Boris
Johnson to reverse the safety
and maintenance cuts
programme which is leaking out

in dribs and drabs from Tube
Lines. 

RMT general secretary Bob
Crow pointed out that the Mayor
had told Londoners that the cuts
on London transport would not
hit passengers and front line
services. 

“These latest cuts, bulldozed
through by Tube Lines without
consultation, make a nonsense
of those assurances.

“These are dangerous
reductions in key maintenance
and safety frequencies that will
set alarm bells ringing for staff
and passengers alike.

“There is a growing suspicion
that the Tube Lines cuts are tied
in closely with the financial
turmoil facing the company and
the massive gap between them
and TfL on the value of the next
phase of their contract.

“With the chaotic overruns
on the Jubilee Line upgrade the
time has come for TfL to pull
the plugs on Tube Lines before
we end up plunged into a re-run
of the Metronet privatisation
disaster,” Bob said.

NEVER AGAIN: Lack of esculator inspection caused Kings Cross fire in 1987

RMT SLAMS LATEST
CUTS IN TUBE
ESCALATOR SAFETY
INSPECTIONS AND
SIGNAL MAINTENANCE 
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RMT MAIL IS HERE!
a FREE email account
for EVERY member

...and, coming soon,
RMT Junction – your
union’s exclusive social
networking website.
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Every RMT member can have
their own FREE RMT Mail email
account as part of an exciting
new networking project being
rolled out by the union.

RMT Mail is now up and
running – and waiting for
members to register for their
account, which includes a
gigabyte of file storage space.

RMT Mail gives RMT
members not already using
email a no-fuss opportunity to
start using electronic mail – but
also offers members already
online a useful second address.

The second phase, a new and
exclusive social networking site
called RMT Junction, is being
tested and will be launched
early in the new year.

RMT Junction will allow
RMT members to talk to each
other and their union directly,
to form common-interest groups
– whether about work, football,
fishing or just about anything
else – and to swap information
with their RMT branch or
region.

It will also open another
important channel for the union
to bring key information to
members in an instant when it
matters most.

And a major advantage is
that it will be open ONLY to
RMT members – an exclusive
forum funded by your union
without annoying adverts and
with no danger of your personal
details being sold or
compromised.

“RMT is already at the
cutting edge of using
information technology to make
communications faster and more
effective,” general secretary Bob

Crow said.
“Direct emails and texts have

already made a huge difference,
circulars are now routinely sent
electronically, RMTv is up and
running and our growing
website is one of the best
around.

“But it is important to stay
ahead of the game, and RMT
Junction will add another
dimension to the way that RMT
members can communicate with
each other and their union,”
said Bob.

WHAT IS RMT MAIL?

RMT Mail is a free service
provided to you by your union.

It gives a fully functioning
email account for you to use to
send and receive emails,
including attachments such as
pictures, documents,  

You can access the service
using your PC or laptop’s web
browser, or have emails sent to
and from your mobile phone. 

When you register for an
account, you can choose your
email address, which will be
your permanent email address. 

To register you must enter
your RMT number and national
insurance number, which will
take you to a page where you
will choose your email address
and password. 

You are then free to use the
account as you wish, for as long
as you remain an RMT member.

You will be able to send and
receive individual emails of up
to ten megabytes in size.

Your email account gives you
one gigabyte of storage –
enough for around 100,000
simple text emails, or around

250 MP3 music files. 
You can create as many

folders as you like, to keep
together emails on particular
subjects or from particular
people. 

It’s a simple, uncluttered and
efficient service at your disposal
– and it’s FREE 

HOW TO USE RMT MAIL

• Go to www.rmtmail.org.uk -
you can use any web
browser, on a PC or an apple
mac

• First you’ll need to register –
you will need your RMT
number and your national
insurance number.

• When you have entered those
details, you’ll be asked to
choose a name for your email
account – you can choose
whatever you like as an email
address. The name you
choose is the part that goes
before the @ part of the
email address – for example
BobSmith@rmtmail.org.uk. It
doesn’t matter if you use
capitals or lower-case text.

• You are now set up with your
own email account – it’s as
simple as that 

• You can now click on your
(at present empty) message
‘inbox’

• At the top of the page you
will see a link to ‘Compose’ –
click on this to write an
email to someone.  You can
email one or several people at
the same time.

• If you want to attach a file –
like an MP3 or word
document, just click on the
browse button at the bottom

of the page and a box comes
up asking you to find the file
on your computer. 

• Click ‘send’ and it’s gone!

• On the left there is a link to
show all the mail that you
have sent

• On the menu at the top, click
‘addresses’ to add the details
of people that you regularly
mail, so you won’t have to
type their email each time. 

• If you get a lot of mail, you
might want to sort out your
mail into folders – for
example, one for work, or
one for stored files or
important documents: just
click the ‘folders’ and follow
the instructions.

• It’s easy to search through
your email – using the search
option, you can search for a
name in an email, or a
subject in the body of the
email

• In the ‘help’ section, you will
find all instructions for every
element of the service, from
your settings to how to send,
receive and store email

• If you can’t find your RMT
login details, you can request
that a new password be sent
to you, using the link on the
login page.

• If you are have problems
registering, or if you ever feel
that someone has illegally
gained access to your
account, please call FREE on
0800 376 3706 or, if you
have an existing email
address, email
memdep@rmt.org.uk for
help.



In September Peter Burnett, the
Save Our Metro candidate for
‘Public Services Not Private
Profit’ Party, came third in the
council by-election for Preston
Ward in the North Tyneside
constituency. 

He won 8.5 per cent of the
vote and came ahead of both the
Lib Dem and Green Party
candidates. 

The ward is in a strong
Conservative area, which the
newly elected Tory Mayor for
North Tyneside has represented
for a number of years, and for a
protest vote to achieve this level
of support is remarkable, and
gives an indication of the level
of public feeling against Metro
and rail privatisation. 

This success was followed by
a well attended lobby of the
surgery of the Minister for the
North, Nick Brown MP, which

was covered by BBC TV news
and other local media. Then,
following a motion from the
independent councillor George
Waddle, South Tyneside Council
voted against any form of Metro
privatisation.

All these actions have been
orchestrated by members of the
Keep Metro Public (KMP)
Campaign a local community-
based pressure group, which
Vicki Gilbert and myself help to
run. 

KMP was launched in mid
2008 as a coalition of unions
and political activists. RMT has
given more support to the
campaign than all the other
unions put together. KMP groups
have been formed in each of the
five Tyne and Wear boroughs
that the Metro serves, and a
small team of campaigners has
worked tirelessly on Metro trains

and at stations to bring the issue
before to the travelling public. 

Thousands of letters
demanding that the privatisation
process be halted, and local
people be consulted, have been
signed and sent to their MPs and
Councillors on the Tyne & Wear
Passenger Transport Authority
(PTA). 

Every MP and PTA Councillor
in the five boroughs has been

lobbied, and there has been
continual press and media
coverage, with protest letters and
articles published in a range of
journals.

The Preston Ward election
was an opportunity to put the
issue of Metro and rail
privatisation on the political
agenda. There were four and a
half thousand doors to knock
on, and we had hoped to attract
wider support; but, sadly, the
burden of the cost of the
election, writing and printing
election material, organising
canvassing and doing the
knocking, fell largely on myself
and one other KMP member,
though comrades in the recently
formed North East Left Unity
group and North East Shop
Stewards’ Network helped to
distribute leaflets. 

The vote for Peter Burnett
demonstrates that a large cross
section of the public are opposed
to rail privatisation and with a
higher level of financial support,
a bigger team of canvassers and
some propaganda and agitation
among Metro workers, who
knows what might have been
achieved? 

The recent vote at South
Tyneside Council underlines the
potential for unity in action. 
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CANVASSING: Peter Burnett stands for public ownership

FIGHTING TO KEEP TYNE
AND WEAR METRO PUBLIC
Paul Baker of the Keep Metro Public campaign explains
how the campaign won more votes than the Liberal
Democrats and Greens in a recent local election
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We live in a world where debt
has become a fact of life for
many people. In the main people
are able to manage their debts
but just a small change in
circumstances such as pay cut,
illness or having a baby could
see debts getting out of control
and become unmanageable. 

When a change in the family
income occurs, for whatever
reason, the most important
decision you need make is not
to bury your head in the sand
because it will not sort itself out
unless you take steps to seek
help.

The first positive step is to
seek help from a professional
debt advisory agency such as
the Debt Advice Network. We
don’t promise to make your
debts disappear overnight. We
do guarantee you will receive
support and best advice based
on your individual
circumstances and needs.  

We will help anyone with
debt problems. It doesn’t matter
what the debt amount is or how
many creditors you owe money
to. Nor does it matter if you are

employed, self-employed or
retired. 

We advise on a wide range of
debts including mortgages and
secured loans, rent arrears, gas
and electric bills, council tax,
credit cards, personal loans and
so on.

We are also able to assist you
with repossession hearing and
suspending a warrant to
repossess your home.

How does the service work?
Our experienced counsellors

will sit down with you at a
mutually convenient time and
place. After collecting the
necessary information we will
produce a full and up to date
statement of your financial
situation. This statement is used
when negotiating with your
creditors on your behalf as it
will show what you are able to
afford to pay. If you are in
receipt of benefits, we can also
help you check that you are
getting the right amount. On
occasions we have identified
benefits which were not being
claimed.

HOW CAN I CONTACT THE DEBT
ADVICE NETWORK?

You can contact us 
• by telephone on 0300 011

2340

• or via our website at
www.debtadvicenetwork.org

TOP TIPS ON DEALING WITH DEBT

• Help is available - don’t bury
your head in the sand, it will
only make things worse

• Work out what you can
afford to pay and which debts
to pay off first. A persistent
creditor does not make them
a priority. 

Your priorities are: your rent
or mortgage (including
secured loan), council tax,
gas, electricity, water rates.
Those not on this list are not
a priority but they should not
be ignored either.

• Inform all your creditors of
your difficulties and that you
are seeking professional help.

Debt problems can put
enormous stress on family life.

There are thousands of people in
the same situation. If this is you
- you are not alone and we can
help. 

”You have been a God send I
don’t know where we would
have been without your help.
Mr& Mrs. W. Dartford”

“Had it not been for your
agency, I would have lost my
home. Thank you, thank you!”
Ms. R. Surrey

“Medication helped my
depression but your organisation
helped solve the cause. I can
now manage my debts and am
not so dependent on
medication.” Mrs P. Lancs.

Contact us now for.....

FREE CONFIDENTIAL IMPARTIAL
ADVICE

• by telephone on 
0300 011 2340 

• or register your details on our
website at
www.debtadvicenetwork.org

• or request a call-back via our
website 

DEALING
WITH
DEBT
The Debt Advice
Network is a registered
charity committed to
providing a free service
to help people with debt

C
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CRISIS IN WORKING CLASS
REPRESENTATION CONFERENCE

Over 300 hundred people
gathered in London in

November at the RMT-convened
conference to examine the
critical crisis in working class
political representation and
debate how to fight back. 

Chairing conference, Alex
Gordon for the RMT Council of
Executives said that RMT’s
Annual General Meeting had
overwhelmingly endorsed the
decision of to take the unique
step of backing a  slate of
candidates in the 2009 euro
elections as part of  the No2EU
– Yes to Democracy coalition. 

“The coalition arose as an
expression of the policies
decided at our AGMs over
decades which recognised the
anti-working class content of
policies advanced by the
European Union institutions. 

“RMT has fought to defend
seafarers against the effects of
social dumping – a phenomenon
that has now spread beyond the
maritime sector to attacking
jobs in other sectors, such at the
Lindsey Oil Refinery.

“We have also fought against
the privatisation of public
services carried out by EU
directives – a process that has
spread to include postal, health
and education services,” he said. 

No2EU candidate John Foster
warned that the European
Central Bank, which controls the
euro currency, has demanded
that countries like Britain which
is in financial deficit must cutes
their budgets by 2.5 per cent by
2014.

“Ireland is being asked to
make cuts of up to five per cent
of public expenditure which
mean job and pay cuts, sparking
huge protests around the

country.
“That is why the campaign

against the right wing policies
of the European Union must be
taken into the trade union
movement to create the basis
for a fightback,” he said. 

Other speakers also offered a
range of opinion including POA
General Secretary Brian Caton,
Labour Representation
Committee vice-chair Susan
Press, Socialist Party councillor
Dave Nellist, Socialist Party
MEP Joe Higgins (Ireland), FBU
general secretary Matt Wrack
and Jeremy Corbyn MP.

Contributions from the floor
included pensioners, National
Shop Stewards’ Network
representatives, RMT members
and other activists.

Bob Crow told the conference
that with a general election six
months away, rather than
propose anything positive for
the working class, the main
political parties are wedded to
privatisation and talk only of
cutting services and jobs. Most
seriously, the policies of New
Labour have allowed the racist
BNP to flourish.

He said that there were
honourable exceptions to be
found in the Labour Party and
he singled out John McDonnell
MP and Jeremy Corbyn MP in
particular, as campaigners who
fight for working class people.
Discussion and debate
continues.

Delegates to the Labour
Representation Committee
annual general meeting
overwhelmingly endorsed The
People’s Charter recently.

RMT organiser Paul Cox moved
the successful motion and call
on LRC activists to take the
message of the charter into
“your unions and
communities”.

Referring to the charter’s
demand of “decent homes for

all,” Paul said that it would cost
the government “peanuts in
comparision to the billions that
had been handed over to the
banks” to provide quality
housing.

The six-point programme calls
for democratic public
ownership of the banks and
utilities, job creation, raising of
the minimum wage and an end
to the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan.

LRC BACKS PEOPLES CHARTER
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Despite the fact that the UK government
rejected trials of mega trucks in June

last year, there is a danger that mega trucks
will come to the UK by default if the
European Commission allows them in cross
border traffic. 

Mega trucks, which would be fifty per
cent longer and a third heavier than
existing HGVs, are still being evaluated by
the European Commission.  

Freight on Rail has been able to expose
the flawed case for mega trucks by
highlighting how the Commission’s research
relies on simplistic and unsound research
which downplays or ignores the
environmental social and economic costs of
mega trucks.

This point was emphasised by Campaign
for Better Transport executive director
Stephen Joseph who recently chaired a
Freight on Rail event in Brussels hosted by
Brian Simpson MEP and chair of the
European Transport Committee.

Proponents claim that mega trucks will
mean fewer lorries but the reality is that
these bigger trucks will end up carrying the
same amount of freight further because any
cuts in road freight costs will result in more
road freight and will take traffic from rail
and water with the resulting increase in
road congestion, emissions and exposure to
accidents. 

The EC-sponsored research is being

carefully monitored by Freight on Rail
which exposed two significant mathematical
errors in its work which distorted the case in
favour of mega trucks. A panel of
economists, including Freight on Rail’s
representative, is in the process of agreeing
parameters for the next stage in the
research. 

NO MEGA TRUCKS IN BRITAIN

In the UK, mega trucks would destroy the
entire intermodal rail market (ie containers)
and 50 per cent of bulk traffic forcing the
traffic back onto congested roads. 

The European Commission’s own research
admits that mega trucks would have a
detrimental effect on rail freight and be
more dangerous than existing HGVs. 

These devastating impacts are not
confined to the UK. Kombiverkehr, the
largest combined transport operator in
Europe, forecast that 50 per cent of this
market of about 18 million TEU per annum,
would return to the roads across Europe
resulting in nine million extra long distance
lorry journeys.

The 80-strong audience was also
addressed by Antonio Preto, head of cabinet
of vice president Antonio Tajani, the
Transport Commissioner. He said that the
Commission is not currently convinced of
benefits of mega trucks as they could hinder
sustainability aims, a point consistently

made by Freight on Rail. However, a new
Transport Commissioner could alter this
view dramatically. 

The Secretary General of the European
Automobile Club, explained about the
existing risks HGVs pose, the lack of
compliance with existing road regulations
and the impact of HGVs on infrastructure.
He highlighted that rail freight is safer than
long-distance road freight as HGVs are over
three times more likely to be involved in
fatal accidents than cars due to a
combination of size, lack of enforcement of
drivers hours, vehicle overloading and
differing foreign operating standards. 

Sabine Trier, Deputy General Secretary of
European Transport Federation stated mega
trucks would have a negative employment
and negative effects on working conditions
in the transport sector.

Objections to mega trucks are shared by
81 per cent of the French, 75 per cent of the
British, 73 per cent Germans and 94 per
cent Austrians. The alternative is to support
rail freight as the low carbon, energy
efficient safe alternative.  

In order to make UK MEPs realise that
this is a live issue, please could you lobby
your own MEPs at:

www.europarl.europa.eu with bullets
points on the Freight on Rail website no
mega trucks page  
www.freightonrail.org.uk/NoMegaTrucks.htm

FREIGHT ON RAIL FIGHTING
TO STOP EU INTRODUCING
MEGA TRUCKS



I took on the role of Union
Learning Rep ULR about a year
ago as for many years myself
and my colleagues were
frustrated at not being offered
or encouraged to learn. 

Having seen through various
publications showing what other
ULRs in other companies were
achieving in partnership with
each other - promoting learning,
training and development - I
wanted to achieve nothing less

for those people I was
nominated to represent.

Starting from scratch I had to
sell the idea to local
management, despite there
being no Learning Agreement in
place, and decided to apply for
funding to run an event in
Adult Learners’ Week.  

With the help of RMT
Learning I made a successful
application for funding to run a
learning event at Barnetby. The

funding covered all costs and
local managers gave great
support and provided the use of
rooms to hold the event.

I contacted several providers
with the understanding that
those I represent are shift
workers on a 24/7 railway. I
only wanted providers that were
flexible enough to fit round my
learners and that were prepared
to come out of their colleges to
facilitate our learning needs. It
was Grimsby Institute that rose
to the occasion providing tutors,
taster sessions and materials.
The day was a success and
attended by over 100 people.
Local management were
delighted and really started to
see the benefits to everyone
engaging in and encouraging
the Learning Drive.

From the questionnaire filled
out on the day it became clear
that one of the most pressing
skills gaps for a lot of people
was IT. After extensive talks
with the Grimsby Institute and
the management, and tightly
controlled and safe site visits to
signal box locations, the
framework for a bespoke ITQ
Level 2 course (the equivalent of
5 GCSE’s grades A to C) was
agreed. The qualification is
being developed to include
elements of the TRUST software
used in signal boxes and 30
people for the pilot were sought.

I organised an enrolment day
that included opportunities to
take a short Skills for Life test.

Learners from all areas of
grades from Crossing Keepers
(including the Branch Secretary
Joyce Skye) to two of my area
Line Operations Managers
signed up with skill ranges from
beginners to Web Design. The
cost of the course is a
significant £39,000, which is
being drawn down through
Train to Gain at no cost to
Network Rail or the learner. 

I, of course, signed up for
both the Skills for Life course
and the ITQ Level 2 course as I
clearly have skills gaps and
spiky profiles in both! How do I
know? Well my son brings
home homework, especially
maths that goes straight over
my head, so I send him to his
mother. I hope by this time next
year I will be able to at least sit
down with him and follow what
he is doing rather than listening
to and looking at something
that seems to me is from a
different galaxy, maybe even
using Excel!

*Network Rail development
Worker Jen York added: “as
Tony says we are starting from
scratch promoting a Learning
culture amongst staff. The
development of a bespoke ITQ is
a huge achievement and shows
what positive outcomes can
happen when ULRs and Network
Rail work jointly together. We
have yet to sign a Learning
Agreement and this pilot is a
step in the right direction for
that to happen”. 
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GETTING BACK ON TRACK
Lead ULR Tony
Hutton reports on
how he has
organised a pilot
Information
Technology
Qualification (ITQ)
at Network Rail

ULR Richard Pickett
signs up

Branch secretary Joyce Skye and Tony Hutton 
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RMT members took part in
the first course for

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transsexual (LGBT) union reps
took place recently at the
union’s Education Centre in
Doncaster. 

The dedicated training will
enable the reps to carry out
their new roles with a sound
knowledge of the many issues
facing our LGBT members.

The role of the LGBT reps,
as clarified by the National
LGBT Advisory Committee, is
to:-
• Provide support and

guidance for members with
issues relating to
transgender and sexual
orientation.

• Provide advice and assist
industrial reps in relation
to individual members and
industrial policy matters.

• Accompany members to
grievance/harassment
meetings specifically
relating to LGBT matters,
where possible.

• Advise on other support
networks.

The Committee agreed that
the reps would not be
counsellors. All the reps have,
however, been provided with
lists of national and local
helplines and support
networks. The committee was
keen that LGBT reps are
encouraged to be active
within their regions and
branches.

The list of accredited RMT
LGBT Reps and their contact
details is available from head
office. The union has also
written to the companies of
the LGBT Reps advising them
of the appointments.
Unfortunately, there is no
statutory right for time off
either paid or unpaid for
LGBT Reps under the Trade
Union & Labour Relations
(Consolidation) Act 1992.
Some companies are more
willing than others to co-
operate but it is hoped that by
providing this service all
companies will see it as
beneficial.

Due to the huge success of UIA’s monthly shopping
competition in 2009 it is pleased to offer RMT
members the chance to take part in its 2010
competition. 

Simply let them know your home insurance renewal
date and we will enter you into a free prize draw to
win £500 worth of Love2Shop vouchers# accepted
at many retailers including Boots and Waterstone’s.
Go to www.uia.co.uk/branchcompetition and take a
few minutes to provide us with your details for your
chance to win.

What’s more you will only have to enter once and
you’ll have up to 12 chances to win as we’ll be
drawing a winner EVERY MONTH of 2010. Also
take a look at our competitive deals on home
insurance for RMT members.

Remember to enter the free prize draw* now at

www.uia.co.uk/branchcompetition
RMT members could save on home insurance

• Pay in monthly instalments by direct debit at
no extra cost

• 15% discount when you buy online+

• Cover includes up to £75,000 for contents
and £1,000,000 for rebuilding your home

Buy online at www.rmtinsurance.co.uk or call for a quote 0845 842 8421†
Ref News 10

(Lines are open 8.30am-8pm Mon-Fri, 9am-1pm Sat)

# For full terms and conditions of the vouchers please visit
www.love2reward.co.uk 

*For full terms and conditions of the prize draw please visit
www.uia.co.uk/RMT/Competition/.

+Compared to the standard price you would be quoted if you called us.

†Lines are open from 8.30 am – 8pm Mon - Fri, 9am – 1pm Sat. For
quality and protection your calls will be recorded. We exchange
information with other insurance companies and police to prevent fraud.

UIA (Insurance) Ltd is a member of the Association of British Insurers, and
is registered under the Industrial and Provident Societies Act – No.2898R.
RMT is an introducer Appointed Representative of UIA (Insurance) Ltd,
which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority. 

LESBIAN, GAY,
BISEXUAL AND
TRANSSEXUAL
REPS GET
TRAINING

Win £500
worth of
Love2Shop
vouchers
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RMT WINS
COMPENSATION
CLAIMS FOR
MEMBERS

The union’s legal
services takes up
members’ cases free
of charge, and,
unlike commercial
“no win/no fee”
solicitors, takes no
commission on
successful claims.
RMT News
highlights some
recent successful
claims for members
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KENT MEMBER COMPENSATED
FOR SERIOUS INJURIES

RMT member Philip King, of
Bexleyheath, Kent, was injured
when he slipped on some grease
on the floor of the maintenance
depot where he was working. He
suffered injuries to his right
knee, hip, arm and shoulder.  

Mr King says that as a result
of the accident he has nerve
damage in my right arm and
have never recovered full
movement. 

“I now also have a false hip,
which it was argued I would
have needed eventually, but it
wasn’t something that came up
until the accident,” he said.

Court proceedings were
commenced after Mr King’s
employer initially refused to
negotiate a settlement. Mr King
was eventually awarded
£16,000.

TRACK TECHNICIAN
COMPENSATED FOR FOOT INJURY

A Lancashire track technician
was injured while he was
carrying out the task of putting
cable to bed. He was attempting
to lift a trough lid which
weighed approximately 6-7
stone. The trough lid was
wedged between the track
embankment and a ballast
board. To lift the lid he needed
to use a metal bar to gain
leverage. As he was
manoeuvring the bar, the lid fell
down causing his left foot to be
trapped between the metal bar
and the next trough. Colleagues
had to assist him so that his
foot could be released. As a
result of the accident the
member suffered soft tissue and
tendon damage to his left foot.
Following negotiations with the
employer a settlement was made
of £2,900.

BACK INJURY LEADS TO PAYOUT

An RMT member in the West
Country was injured when she
was attempting to pull a
handpoint to set a clear road at
the sidings. The handle was very
stiff and required more force
than usual to move. As the
handle moved she felt
immediate pain in her back. The
member suffered a prolapsed

disc and associated sciatica. The
employer’s insurers refused to
negotiate a settlement so the
union’s lawyers began court
proceedings. Settlement terms
were agreed and £3,000 was
awarded to the member.

TRACK WORKER COMPENSATED
FOR FOOT INJURIES

A Warwickshire track worker
was dismantling a track when
part of it dislodged and fell onto
his left foot. As a result the
union member sustained three
broken bones and a haematoma.
Following negotiations by RMT
lawyers with the employer a
settlement of £11,500 was
agreed.

COMPENSATION FOR WRIST
INJURY

A union member in Wales
injured his wrist at work,
suffering bruising of his right
scaphoid bone. The employer’s
insurers refused to negotiate a
settlement so RMT lawyers
commenced court proceedings.
After settlement terms were
agreed the member was awarded
£6,000.

WORKER ASSAULTED AT STATION

An RMT member sustained
facial injuries when he was
assaulted by a number of youths
while he was working at a
station in Cumbria. The member
received facial injuries which
required plastic surgery.
Following an application to the
Criminal Injuries Compensation
Authority by RMT lawyers the
member was awarded the sum
of £4,400.

BACK INJURIES LEAD TO
COMPENSATION 

An RMT member in the
Midlands was changing the gear
oil box on a train in the main
pit shed when he was injured.
As the large drum which
contained the drained oil was
being moved through the pit on
a trolley, one of the wheels
caught on a wide crack in the
concrete. As a result the trolley
jolted, unbalancing the drum
and causing the member to fall
to the floor and sustain an
injury. Following negotiations a
settlement was made of £2,200.

TRACKMAN INITIATES COURT
PROCEEDINGS FOR HAND INJURY

A Trackman was injured at a
London station while he was
getting materials from the
generator. He was carrying
equipment to the pick up truck
with the assistance of a
colleague. It was dark and there
was inadequate lighting.  As he
was carrying the equipment he
caught his foot on the corner of
the pallets and lumps of
concrete lying around in the
yard. He fell to the ground onto
his right thumb, which had got
stuck under the power pack. He
immediately felt a sharp pain
and noticed his thumb nail was
hanging off. The employer’s
insurers initially refused to
negotiate a settlement and it
was necessary to commence
court proceedings. After
settlement terms were agreed
the member was awarded
£5,000.

COMPENSATION FOR MAN
TRAPPED AGAINST WAGON

An RMT member was inside a
train wagon directing a crane
driver who was loading rails
onto the wagon when he was
injured. One rail became caught
and needed to be turned so it
could be freed. As this occurred,
the rail swung towards the
member and trapped his foot
against the side of the wagon
causing several fractures to
bones in his foot. Following
negotiations with the employer’s
representatives a settlement was
made of £10,000.

TECHNICIAN INJURED BY
HYPODERMIC NEEDLE

A rolling stock technician was
injured at a London station

when he knelt on a hypodermic
needle. The union member had
been instructed to reset the
carriage lights on a train. Whilst
he was carrying out the task he
knelt down on a hypodermic
needle which was hidden
between the track and the
platform. The resulting trauma
led to psychological injuries.
Following negotiations the
member received a settlement of
£8,500.

MEMBER INJURED AFTER STEP
GIVES WAY

An RMT member was walking
down some steps at work when
the metal strip on the step gave
way and forced his foot to slip.
To avoid falling down the stairs
the member grabbed the
handrail and in the process
twisted and injured his ankle.
After negotiations with the
employer’s representatives the
member was awarded a payment
of £4,000.

VAN DRIVER RECEIVES PAYOUT
AFTER ACCIDENT

A transit van driver was
travelling along a single
carriageway when a collision
occurred on the opposite side of
the road between another
vehicle and a motorcycle.
During the incident the
motorcycle crossed the path of
the van driver. The RMT
member suffered whiplash and
psychological injuries as a result
of the accident. The other sides’
insurers initially refused to
negotiate settlement and it was
necessary to commence court
proceedings. After satisfactory
settlement terms were agreed
the member was awarded
£8,000.
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Pulling Together, published by
RMT, opens with an account of
the formation of The
Amalgamated Society of
Railway Servants (ASRS) and
the National Sailors’ and
Firemens’ Union in the late 19th
century. 

The combined struggles of
these workers led to Britain’s
first national rail strike in 1911.
Called by the ASRS and three
other unions operating in the
industry it saw 200,000 rail
workers out on strike. 

Theses workers faced
tremendous brutality as the
army and police were used to
suppress the strike.

The ASRS was also one of
the founders of the Labour
Representation Committee (LRC),
which later went on to form the
Labour Party. In 1913 the
National Union of Railwaymen
was formed, bringing together a
number of smaller unions.
Within 18 months membership
rose from 180,000 to 270,000.

Among those early members
were women as they entered the
industry as war workers during
the First World War. Within six

months some 2,000
women had become
members. Few events had
such a profound impact
on the NUR as the
general strike of 1926.
On the last day of the
strike between 85 per
cent and 99.3 per cent
– depending on grade
and company – of
railway workers were
still on strike.

The rise of
fascism saw many
members of both
the NUR and the
National Union of
Seamen (NUS) become active
anti-fascists. Over 100
volunteered and fought in Spain
as part of the International
Brigades defence of that country
against General Franco’s fascist
coup.

The union’s consistent call
for the railways to be taken out
of private hands finally came to
pass when the Labour
government nationalised rail in
1948 after a record number of
NUR members became MPs.

But Beeching’s infamous axe

was wielded by1963 and rural
lines and other allegedly
‘unprofitable’ parts of the
network were shut down,
decimating the industry and
cutting off entire communities.

A key moment in the history
of the NUS – the 1966 seafarer’s
strike – saw the union strike to
end the 56-hour working week
at sea. Over 20 years later, the

NUS strike of 1988 over job
losses, pay cuts and increases in
working hours saw the union
face the wrath of Thatcherism.
Funds were sequestrated and the
NUS faced financial ruin.

With the NUR also looking at
ways to strengthen itself,
negotiations between the NUS
and NUR led to the merger of
the two organisations in 1990

PULLING
TOGETHER
A POPULAR
HISTORY OF
RMT
Steve Silver reviews a new union
publication that gives an insight into the
struggles, defeats and victories of members
over 150 years



This will be my last column that I
write as RMT president. By the time
that you read next month’s RMT
News there will be a new president
elected by you the members.

Being this union’s president has
been the greatest honour and a
privilege. As well as being a
fantastic experience, I want to share
some observations and
conclusions.

Without a doubt, getting out to RMT
members’ workplaces and to
branch and rRegional council
meetings has been the best part for
me. Only recently I attended
Bridgend and Llantrisant branch in
South Wales, Dorset Rail in Wessex,
my own branch Finsbury Park in
London and  the Manchester and
North West of England Regional
council in Preston. 

All were well attended, with detailed
debate and a comprehensive rank
and file input which is at the heart
of the union. 

This critical grassroots activity
cannot be overstated. All of the
volunteer work done by workplace
reps and branch officials should be
fully recognised as the central pillar
of the union. Without this volunteer
army we are nothing.

During my three year term, the
Annual General Meeting of the
union met on three occasions in
Edinburgh, Nottingham and the Isle
of Man. We also had two Special
General Meetings, one of which saw
OILC join the union. 

During those meetings, the supreme
government of the union voted on
all matters affecting the union.
Shipping, rail, bus, underground,
road freight and offshore energy –
all were represented and the union
shaped up well.

Under the current economic climate
members are under attack over
jobs, wages and safety. 

This year we have conducted over
100 ballots for strike action.
Members rightly demand that their
union stands up them and through
our strength we can push the
bosses back. 

Just a few of these struggles
include battles at Network Rail,
Royal Fleet Auxiliary, LUL and First

Devon and Cornwall Buses.

RMT’s fight for social justice aren’t
just words, but a day to day fight
and the responsibility for the union.

I have observed the democracy of
the union, where members are able
to participate at all levels of the
union and hold all officials to
account. 

Democracy is the bedrock of RMT
and with it members have
confidence and control of their own
union. RMT’s commitment to
fighting inequality, against sexism,
homophobia and racism is vital. We
demand dignity from the boss and
in the world of work and beyond. 

Our links to other unions in the UK
and around the world reflects our
internationalist outlook and
solidarity to all workers. As
president, I have met fellow workers
from right around the globe. Each
time I was struck by so much more
we have in common with each other
than the bosses. It’s still true,
workers of the world unite!

The history of RMT and its
forerunners the NUR and NUS
teach us a lot. This is why I
commissioned a popular history of
the union called Pulling Together.
It’s free and you can read about it in
this month’s RMT News.

The New Year will see me returning
to my job as a Station Supervisor
on the London Underground.
Thankfully, it will mean that I will be
able to give more of my time to my
three young sons Alex, Joe and
Harrison, which I am very pleased
about. 

When it comes to thanking
everyone for their support, there are
just too many to mention. Instead I
shall just thank everyone and in
particular my partner Janine, for all
of her support.

With a new president and a new
intake of council of executives
alongside the national leadership,
our union will continue to grow and
retain our responsibility to protect,
defend and fight for the betterment
of our members and to the working
class as a whole.

In Solidarity

President’s column 

MOVING
ON
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into the National Union of Rail,
Maritime and Transport Workers
(RMT). 

The pamphlet explains how in
1996 the once nationalised rail
industry was put back in private
hands as the Tory government
brought free market ‘competition’
to every part of the industry. 

Despite the devastating effects
of this experiment, the rail
‘liberalisation’ process is now being
repeated across the European Union
and rail workers are uniting and
fighting back under the umbrella
group Rail for All.

Many other important struggles
of the union’s history are covered
in the publication, including bus
privatisation the 1989 summer of
discontent, the 1994 signallers
strike, the long-running battles on
London Underground, the
expulsion from New Labour and
the recent welcome merger with
OILC.

Pulling Together does not claim
to be a comprehensive history but
it does give an engaging and
colourfully illustrated window on
the union’s past. Is also deals with
recent history too and how an all-
grades union has managed to
increase its membership from
54,000 in 2002 to over 80,000
members today from all sectors and
grades of the transport industry. 

Pulling Together is available from your
branch secretary or from Unity House
with a stamped, addressed envelope or
e-mailing bdenny@rmt.org.uk
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The European parliamentary
elections on June 4 2009

became the focus of a vigorous
EU-critical campaign led by
labour movement activists. 

The initiative was part of a
wider the fight against the EU’s
privatisation juggernaut and its
assault on democracy. 

66 No2EU candidates stood
across Britain, winning over
153,000 votes. Many millions
more, perhaps for the first time,
learned about the undemocratic
nature of the EU as a result of
the campaign.

In this pamphlet Brian Denny
and Phil Katz, both of whom
were candidates, give an
account of the campaign,
explaining its reasoning, how it
came about and the legacy that
it has left.

RMT played a pivotal role in
initiating the campaign with
general secretary Bob Crow
explaining, “if we aimed for
sovereignty in our own unions,
taking responsibility for our
own rulebooks and asserting our
freedom of action from state
interference in such things as
union elections and collective

bargaining, it was no great leap
should we want to protect these
principles when applied to the
peoples of Britain as a whole”.

EU legislation has directly
affected RMT members in the
workplace over many years with
the transport sector being
privatised and fragmented by
EU directives that go back
decades. These measures have
had a devastating impact on the
industry and the workers that
run it.

Two events acted as a
catalyst to launch such an
electoral challenge: the Lindsey
oil refinery dispute and the
decision by an EU summit to
ignore the Irish rejection of the
Lisbon Treaty and force a rerun
of the referendum. Both events
exposed the undemocratic and
anti-working class nature of the
EU project.

Support for No2U came from
a broad alliance of people from
a myriad of organisations, and
none. Greens, liberals, socialists
and communists and those that
felt no party represented them
found a voice in the campaign.
Some Labour Party members

joined the platform on pain
of expulsion.

Candidates, covering
every euro constituency in
Britain, were either trade
unionists, community and
environmental activists.
Many Black and Asian
candidates came forward,
confronting the myth
that to be EU-critical is
somehow xenophobic or racist.

In fact, one of the
cornerstones of the campaign
was its opposition to the racism
of the fascist BNP. No2EU stated
that it was prepared to engage
and win over any worker,
including those that came from
the divided communities that
had been targeted for fascist
propaganda. As a result many
No2EU activists stood toe to toe
with BNP activists on the streets
and the fascists were incensed
at seeing opposition to EU
policies being led by the left.

Party political broadcasts
were made in English and Welsh
languages, which can still be
viewed at www.no2eu.com,
reaching a national audience.
Proof of the impact that the

campaign was having on the
BNP came when the fascists
threatened to take the BBC to
court to have them remove the
campaign video. 

Even for seasoned observers
it was astonishing how quickly
the No2EU campaign went from
a notion to up and running in a
few short months. This pamphlet
explains in an easily digestible
format why every progressive
needs to be aware and critical of
the profoundly undemocratic
and reactionary direction the EU
is taking. 

No2EU: Yes to Democracy:
Reflections on the Campaign is
available free by writing to Unity
House or e-mailing
bdenny@rmt.org.uk

In the wake of the 1972
building workers’ strike 24 trade
unionists were tried at
Shrewsbury in a political trial,
enacted by the Conservative
government, to destroy the right
to picket. A number of these
men were given severe prison
sentences. Best known of them
were Des Warren and Ricky
Tomlinson, who became referred
to as the “Shrewsbury Two.” 

This book, first published in
1982 – but recently reprinted –
is Des Warren’s personal
account of the strike, how he
came to be imprisoned and the

campaign for justice for the
pickets. It is very much a
product of its time and offers
real insight into how the prison
regime worked to break a man’s
spirit. Des also offers a
blistering attack on both those
that he felt failed to support the
campaign sufficiently and those
he disagreed with politically.

Des entered prison physically
fit and well, but suffered
permanent injury to his health
from drugs administered in jail.
After years of ill health this
ultimately led to his death in
April 2004.

With a foreword by Ricky
Tomlinson, The Key to My Cell
gives an insider’s view into an
important moment in the
history of the British labour
movement. It is also much more
than an historical document and
has important lessons about the
fight against casualisation,
blacklisting and for safety in the
construction industry today. 

The book is reprinted as part
of the renewal of the campaign
for an inquiry into the events
surrounding the Shrewbury trial
and for justice for all 24 pickets.

No2EU YES TO DEMOCRACY:
REFLECTIONS ON THE CAMPAIGN
by Brian Denny and Phil Katz

by Des Warren, Living History Library, £10

From the vaults...

THE KEY TO MY CELL 

Book reviews
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Peter Richards personal
account of the Second World

War is a stark contrast to the
way most of us will have
learned about the period. This is
working class history – not the
story of generals and rulers – in
which the author describes army
and civilian life as both comic
and tragic.

The narrative takes us
through the so called “phoney
war” to Peter’s early experiences
of the bombing of London and
his military training. Peter, who
entered the war without political
affiliation, came out the end of
a Communist Party member,
committed to building a new
world on the ashes of fascism.

The realities of the war were
brought home to him when he
would discover that some of the
letters that he had to deliver in
his previous life as a postman
were to houses that had been

wiped out by German bombs.
Peter’s account of army

training shows that among the
experience that was being
imparted to the new recruits
there was also ridiculous ideas
that they were being taught. For
example, on one occasion where
the soldiers were expected to
march quietly they were told to
put a spare pair of socks on the
outside of their boots to dampen
the sound. Not surprisingly,
within minutes the boots had
worn right through the socks.

While returning from
Company HQ on one mission on
his motorbike Peter found
himself under attack. He leapt
from his motorbike and kept his
head down in a camber in the
road. The Germans were using a
type of mortar shell that that
fired salvos of six shells. Peter
knew that if he could sit tight
and survive the sixth explosion

he would be safe to quickly
move on. In spite of what was
happening he said: “I was
amazed how calm I was.
‘Richards,’ I said, “you’re going
to get killed’”.

Trying to force himself
deeper into the ground Peter felt
sure the sixth and final
explosion had taken place. “But
no, the final bomb of the salvo
found a target: my right leg… I
was never to go on parade
again”.

Peter recovered by war’s end
and gives an account of the
historic 1945 general election
when Labour won in a landslide
victory and the Communist
Party returned two MPs.

There is certainly no shortage
of books written about the
Second World War. What makes
this one different is that it is a
personal working class
perspective, warts and all, of

one man’s experiences. As Peter
says himself: “The cost of the
War in lives, money and misery
is inestimable. Nevertheless,
despite all that had to be
endured, I am glad that my
generation contributed to the
defeat of Nazi Germany”. 

It is more that 20 years since
Swindon Works closed in

1986, but its story is an
important part of railway
history, reflecting the highs and
lows of the industry. 

“For 143 years the Works,
through its people, historically
fought from one critical time to
the next until the forces against
it were too strong and it could
no longer resist”, Dr Rosa
Matheson says in introducing
the book.

She is a well known railway
author and long-time enthusiast
of Swindon Works, Great
Western Railway (GWR) and
women’s railway history, having
written several books on the
subjects.

Railway Voices is not a tale
of the flamboyant engineer
Isambard Kingdom Brunel, one
of the people that founded the
Works, but one of the ordinary
workers who toiled ‘Inside’, as
the colossal Works premises was
known.

The book is heavily
illustrated with photos which

give a fascinating insight
through the ages. It looks at the
ups and downs of working for
the GWR, idiosyncrasies of work
practices, such as odd job names
of jobs like ‘hotter upper’, and
the relationships between
workers, men and women,
workers and management, and
Loco and Carriage Works.

Even in the 1970s ‘Inside’
was something to behold.
Gordon Dickinson describes his
visit there in anticipation of his
move from the Works Training
School:

“It was announced that we
would be going through the
tunnel and emerge in the ‘real
world’ (Inside) for a tour of
what was to become our
workplace for at least the next
four years. This, for me, was
probably the most exciting day
of my whole apprenticeship… I
was not disappointed… It was
fantastic, the enormity of
everything, the sounds, the
smells, the machines, the
buildings, but most of all the
men. I think there were about

3,000 of them, every shape and
size imaginable, all wearing
blue or brown overalls, some
were covered in oil and grease.
They were welding, sparking,
flashing, banging, hammering,
screwing, shouting, laughing,
smoking fags, drinking tea…”

Perhaps Gordon Dickinson
wouldn’t have been so excited
about starting work if he knew
about the various initiations
that the newly arrived
apprentices had in store for
them. Mrs Francis Wakely, who
worked as an office girl in the
Loco Stores, recalled that:

“It happened all the time,
lads being sent with chits for all
sorts of daft things, rubber
hammers, rubber rivets, a bucket
of steam. One time it got so bad,
probably after a new intake,
that one of the supervisors got
really mad. This lad had been
sent for a ‘shovel with holes in’
so the supervisor ordered up the
shovel and had it drilled with
holes, and then charged it to the
gang.”

The book touches on how the

GWR, like other railway
companies, had a long history
of being opposed to collective
representation. Also, conditions
inside could be extremely
hazardous with many workers
contracting mesothelioma – a
type of lung cancer – from
inhaling asbestos.

Railway Voices makes a very
readable and a worthy addition
to the bookshelf of anyone with
an interest in the history of rail.

BOMBS, BULLSHIT AND BULLETS
by Peter Richards, Athena Press £6.99

RAILWAY VOICES: ‘INSIDE’ SWINDON WORKS
by Rosa Matheson, 

Book reviews
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RMT general secretary Bob
Crow has been awarded an

international medal of solidarity
from the Cuban trade union
movement.

The medal was awarded to a
small number of international
trade union figures this year as
part of the celebrations of the
70th anniversary of the
founding of the CTC, the Cuban
equivalent of the TUC.

The special presentation was
made by Salvador Valdés Mesa,
General Secretary, CTC, and took
place at the Cuba Solidarity
Campaign fringe meeting at the
TUC Congress.  Also present

were Raymundo Navarra, Head
of International Releations, CTC.

“I feel very honoured to be
awarded this medal and I would
like to, on behalf of my union,
to congratulate the CTC for 70
years of defending workers and
fighting for the revolution, best
wishes and solidarity for your
future struggles,” Bob said.

For Cuba’s 3.3 million trade
union members, 2009 is a
doubly important year. It marks
not only the 70th anniversary of
the foundation of their national
trade union federation and the
50th anniversary of the Cuban
Revolution itself. 

Holyhead No1 and shipping
RMT branch celebrated its

100th birthday recently and
around 100 members and guests
attended a function where
general secretary Bob Crow
presented 10, 25 and 40 year
service badges.

The branch was originally
formed in 1905 but was only
officially recognised in 1909. 

BOB CROW RECEIVES CUBAN HONOUR

CARLISLE
BRANCH
TURNS OUT

HOLYHEAD RMT CELEBRATE CENTENARY

Members of the Carlisle RMT
branch ran a stall at a

Community Rail event at the train
station in the city recently. EC
member Craig Johnston (above)
and other members did a brisk
trade handing out RMT materials
and discussing the role of the all-
grades transport union with a
range of interested passengers and
other passers by. 

The group handed out
campaign leaflets on the need for
Green rail jobs and talked to
members of the public about
problems ranging from ticket
pricing to overcrowding.

They also recruited a number
of new members that were pleased
to see the union having such a
local high profile. 
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The Branch Secretaries
Conference was well attended

by delegates and visitors from
around the country, writes Jim
Phelps. 

It was 90th conference and it
was marked by a meal to
celebrate the occasion. 

Hull branch excelled
themselves with a superb meal
and a theatrical performance
through-out the meal performed
by Other Lives Productions, all
the delegates and guests were
delighted with this piece of light
entertainment. 

Conference also excelled itself
again with a collection of
£180.40p to in memory of the
late Les Roberts for the London,
Widow and Orphans fund.

The general secretary Bob
Crow’s enthusiasm for this

conference remains 100 per cent
as it gives him the opportunity to
catch up with Branch Secretaries
face to face and also their
ongoing problems they occur in
their duties as secretaries. 

The general secretary invited
the executive to the conference
down to Unity House to catch up
on past resolutions that were
continually occurring at
conference.

Conference President Pete
Daniels managed to address
many outstanding issues and it
was agreed to formulate a new
branch secretary hand book to
aid with the running of their
branch.

Branches have been asked to
put forward items they would
like to see in this new hand book.
Pete Waters and his staff at head

office are now putting the
finishing touches to the new
hand book. 

Some 39 Branches and four
Regional Councils affiliated to
the conference which is about
normal for this event but the
general secretary doesn't see why
more branches don't affiliate or
branch secretaries attend when
this conference is set up solely
for them and the day to day
running of their branches.

A specials thanks has to be
given to the general secretary
and Drummond Miller &
Thompson's solicitors for their
donations to conference which
aided Hull branch to put on an
excellent event.

2010 is not far away and our
branch secretary down in the Isle
of Wight has already started

making plans for next years
conference. 

It will be held in the Yelf's
Hotel, Union Street, Ryde, IOW
01983 564062 with delegate rates
of £55 single & £80 Double/Twin
per person plus breakfast, a 25
per cent deposit will be required
on booking and remainder on
arrival at hotel, with a high
tourist trade that the Isle of
Wight has I would ask all branch
secretaries that intend to come to
book early to avoid
disappointment. 

The Isle of Wight branch has
secured a low rate for RMT
delegates plus conference will
also be held in the same hotel
making it a one stop shop for all
attending. Looking forward to
seeing you in Ryde, Isle of
Wight. 

RMT members joined a group
of 40 apprentices made a

visit to 10 Downing Street
recently to celebrate a record
250,000 apprentices beginning
their training this year

They were joined by
ministers and RMT general
secretary Bob Crow and
assistant general secretary Mick
Cash to celebrate the success of
apprenticeships and the benefits
and experience they have

brought over the past year.
All the apprentices work for

Network Rail, among them was
Charlotte Small, Terry Wilson,
Claire Heslop and Gemma
Carter.

Bob Crow welcomed the
event and said that the number
of apprenticeships should
continue to increase if we are to
keep a skilled workforce in this
country. 

South Devon Bus branch in
Torquay presented a medallion
marking 40 years to Martin
Carswell recently with the help
of Phil Boston.

Martin joined the Devon General
in May 1969, in the good days
when Half-Cabs, front loading
Atlanteans and PD2s which
were crewed with the conductor
in command of the travelling
hordes on a day out to Brixham
and other hidden treasures
around Devon such as
Mortonhampstead, Chagford
and Princetown. 

Martin witnessed the demise of
the National Bus Company in
1986 and the truama of bus
privatisation. Martin also saw

the closure of the Newton and
Brixham depots and a new
building of a new one in Torquay
as well as the introduction of 16
seater Transit Mini Buses
followed by the Mercs and
Avecos. Then the re-
introduction of double decker
buses after the take over by
Stagecoach. Martin is a man
that can really say ‘Been There,
Done It, Got the T-Shirt’. He is
now looking forward to that
well-earned retirement.

Also in the photo are controller
Leon Frost who received his 25-
year service badge and Nigel
Roberts and Tony Ringer both
from the engineering
department who both received
their 10-year service badge. 

Torquay honours 40 years
service to the union

BRANCH SECRETARIES MEET IN HULL 

APPRENTICES HONOURED 
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Like most things, the cost of
providing you with the ever
increasing benefits of RMT
membership increases every year.
The increase for 2010 has been
agreed at the Unions Special
General Meeting to help fund the
expansion of our services.

From the 1st January 2010
contributions will be increased by
10p per week, taking the full-time
weekly rate to £3.74, for members
aged 18 or over in an adult post. 

For members who are under 18
years or who, if not in an adult
post, are under 20 years of age,
the weekly contribution rate will be
increased to £1.50, the latter rate
also applying to those staff on
part-time contracts of

employment. This is the first time
since 2004 that we have increased
this contribution rate.

For those full time workers on low
pay of less than £15,000 we have
a special rate of £1 per week
subject to the fulfillment of certain
conditions. If you think you may
qualify, please contact the Branch
Secretary or phone the
FREEPHONE helpline for details.

Direct debit payments will be
increased accordingly as will
contributions collected by
employers from wages under
paybill deduction agreements.
Members who pay contributions to
Cash Collectors will receive a new
contribution card from the
collector. 

GOOD REASONS TO BE
A MEMBER OF RMT23

The new rates applicable are as follows:

Period Adult/Full Time Junior/Part Time Full time
Low Paid Equivalent

Weekly £3.74 £1.50 £1.00

4 Weekly £14.96 £6.00 £4.00

Monthly £16.20 £6.50 £4.33

Provident Benefits

Accident Benefit will also increase arising from the higher contribution rate and for
Adult/Full Time members will be weekly £37.40 with a maximum payable sum of
£972.40.

We maintain a tight control of our costs and continually re-examine them to ensure that
we make best use of our resources to deliver improved services to you.  I am sure you
will agree that RMT membership continues to provide excellent value for money. 

NOTIFICATION OF CONTRIBUTION RATES FOR 2010

1. COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
A dedicated team of officers
elected by you to serve your
interests focussing on
negotiations with employers
including pay, hours of work,
pensions and working
conditions. 

2. SUPPORT IN THE WORKPLACE
A national network of 230
branches organised under
regional councils aimed at
providing local support. 

3. MEMBERS HELPLINE
TELEPHONE 0800 376 3706
A freephone members helpline
staffed by experts in our
Industrial Relations Department
able to advise on all work
related and membership
enquiries.  

4. LEGAL HELPLINE
A legal helpline offering advice
on any topic in addition to
workplace issues.

5. CRIMINAL CHARGES
Helpline and provision of a duty
solicitor should the need arise in
police custody cases.

6. INDUSTRIAL DISEASES
Free legal support in the event
of contracting an industrial
disease.

7. PERSONAL INJURY CASES
Personal injury claims for
members and families 

8. EMPLOYMENT TRIBUNALS
Legal representation against
unfair dismissal where we have
reasonable prospects of success.

9. DONCASTER EDUCATION
CENTRE
An Education Centre offering a
range of courses for activists to
increase our professionalism and
support for members in the
workplace. 

10. ACCIDENT BENEFIT:
Payable if you have an accident
at work or on the way to or
from work. Payable for 26 week
period at ten times weekly
union contribution. 

11. RETIREMENT BENEFIT:
Payable to any member who
retires over the age of 60, or
aged 55 if retired through
redundancy or resettlement. 

12. DEMOTION COMPENSATION:
Payable to any member who is
experiencing loss of wages
through being permanently
demoted or downgraded as a
result of illness or injury. 

13. DEATH GRANT:
If a member dies in service (i.e.
not retired) then a payment of
£600 is payable to the members’
next of kin. 

14. ORPHANS FUND:
The beneficiaries of this Fund
would be any child of a member
or a members’ spouse when the
member dies in service (i.e. not
retired), or if a members spouse
dies and the member has
responsibility of the children. 

15. OLD AGE GRANT:
This one-off payment is payable
to shippers who, at the time of
the merger of NUR/NUS
(September 1990) had twenty
years continuous service. 

16. FUNERAL GRANT:
On the death of a member of
the Shipping Grade who had
had twenty years service and
had been in receipt of Old Age
Grant payment at the time of
the NUR/NUS merger and was
five years or less from the
relevant age of retirement.

17. CAMPAIGNING
The Union has a political fund
to run campaigns and provide a
political voice to benefit
members’ interests in the
workplace.

18. FINES POOL
A fund to reimburse members
for fines under the Road Traffic
Act (subject to exclusions) when
driving a company vehicle as
part of your job 

19. RMT NEWS
A lively and informative journal
delivered direct to you
containing industry sector
updates and major issues
affecting workers. 

20. WEBSITE
Our hugely popular website
www.rmt.org.uk is full of
industry information and also
contains an area available to
members only. This gives you
access to our pay and
conditions database, which is
continually, updated, you can
debate union related issues
through the members’ forum
and where you can view and
update your own membership
details.

21. CREDIT UNION
Run by members for members
offering a savings and loan
scheme at competitive rates of
interest on a not for profit basis. 

22. CREDIT CARDS
The RMT also has its own
branded credit card with good
terms and you can apply on line
for this facility.

23. TAX & WILL PREPARATION
The Union can also provide a
personal taxation service and
will preparation service.
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We have audited the accounts of the
National Union of Rail, Maritime
and Transport Workers for the year
ended 31 December 2008, set out on
pages 15 to 36, which have been
prepared the accounting policies set
out on page 22.

This report is made solely to the
Union’s members, as a body.  Our
audit work has been undertaken so
that we might state to the Union’s
members those matters we are
required to state to them in an
auditor’s report and for no other
purpose.  To the fullest extent
permitted by law, we do not accept
or assume responsibility to anyone
other than the Union and the
Union’s members as a body, for our
audit work, for this report, or for the
opinions we have formed.

Respective responsibilities of the
Council of Executives and auditors

As described on page 13, the
Union’s Council of Executives is
responsible for the preparation of
the accounts in accordance with
applicable law and United Kingdom
Accounting Standards (United
Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice).  

Our responsibility is to audit the
accounts in accordance with
relevant legal and regulatory
requirements and International
Standards on Auditing (UK and
Ireland). We report to you our
opinion as to whether the accounts
give a true and fair view.  We also
report to you if, in our opinion, the
Union has not kept proper
accounting records, or if we have
not received all the information and
explanations we require for our
audit.

We read other information
contained in the Annual Report and
consider whether it is consistent
with the audited accounts.  This
other information comprises only
the Report of the General Secretary.
We consider the implications for our

report if we become aware of any
apparent misstatements or material
inconsistencies with the accounts.
Our responsibilities do not extend to
any other information.

BASIS OF AUDIT OPINION

We conducted our audit in
accordance with International
Standards on Auditing (UK and
Ireland) issued by the Auditing
Practices Board.  An audit includes
examination, on a test basis, of
evidence relevant to the amounts
and disclosures in the accounts.  It
also includes an assessment of the
significant estimates and judgements
made in the preparation of the
accounts, and of whether the
accounting policies are appropriate
to the Union’s circumstances,
consistently applied and adequately
disclosed.

We planned and performed our
audit so as to obtain all the
information and explanations which
we considered necessary in order to
provide us with sufficient evidence
to give reasonable assurance that the
accounts are free from material
misstatement, whether caused by
fraud or other irregularity or error.
In forming our opinion, we also
evaluated the overall adequacy of
the presentation of the information
in the accounts.

OPINION 

In our opinion the accounts give a
true and fair view, in accordance
with United Kingdom Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice, of the
state of affairs of the Union as at 31
December 2008 and of its
transactions for the year then ended.

H W FISHER & COMPANY
Chartered Accountants, Registered
Auditor 
Acre House, 11 – 15 William Road,
London NW1 3ER, United Kingdom
Dated:  8 May 2009

REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
Set out below is the report of the independent auditors to the members as
contained in the accounts of the Union for the year ended 31 December 2008:

SUMMARY FINANCIAL INFORMATION
EXTRACTED FROM THE FULL ACCOUNTS

Summary income and expenditure accounts for the
year ended 31 December 2008:

General Fund and Orphan Fund
2008 2007
£'000 £'000

Subscription income 11,917 10,673
Operating expenditure (13,771) (11,659)
Operating deficit before investment operations (1,854) (986)
Income from investment operations and donations (603) 1,677
Operating surplus after investment operations (2,457) 691
Other non-operating income/(expenditure) (603) 1,623
Surplus for the year (2,245) 2,314

Political Fund
2008 2007
£'000 £'000

Subscription income 212 212 
Investment income 4 5 
Other income - -
Total income 216 217 
Total expenditure (234) (214)
Surplus/(Deficit) for the year (18) 3 

SUMMARY OF SALARIES AND BENEFITS PROVIDED

Name Position Details Amount
R Crow General Secretary Salary £84,923

Pension Contribution £28,088
Expenses reimbursed £15,215

J Leach President Attendance, Lodging 
allowance and expenses £38,765

The members of the Council of Executives do not receive any benefits but do
receive attendance and lodging allowances, which are set out below.  The General
Secretary, the President and the members of the Council of Executives are
reimbursed for any expenditure incurred by them in the performance of their
duties on behalf of the Union.

Summary of Attendance and Lodging Allowances paid to the Council of

Executives

General Grades

Name Amount Name Amount
G Ashcroft £ 21,421 D Marr £ 38,450
P Burton £ 37,167 O New £ 36,949
P Collins* £ 42,122 B Potts* £ 48,854
A Gordon £ 37,490 N Quirk* £ 39,673
D Gott* £ 45,411 P Rowland* £ 46,360
J Jones* £ 48,471 D Shannon* £ 51,870

Shipping Grades

Name Amount Name Amount
M Carden* £ 10,550 A Gordon* £ 15,301
M Dunning £ 11,914 D Nelson* £ 14,657

* In addition, the Union provides accommodation while on Union business

We are required by the Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 (amended) to include the following declaration in this statement to all
members.  The wording is as prescribed by the Act.  
"A member who is concerned that some irregularity may be occurring, or have occurred, in the conduct of the financial affairs of the union may take steps
with a view to investigating further, obtaining clarification and, if necessary, securing regularisation of that conduct.
The member may raise any such concerns with such one or more of the following as it seems appropriate to raise it with: the officials of the union, the
trustees of the property of the union, the auditor or auditors of the union, the Certification Officer (who is an independent officer appointed by the
Secretary of State) and the police.
Where a member believes that the financial affairs of the union have been or are being conducted in breach of the law or in breach of rules of the union
and contemplates bringing civil proceedings against the union or responsible officials or trustees, he should consider obtaining independent legal advice.”

E
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DOLLY PEEL
137 COMMERCIAL ROAD,
SOUTH SHIELDS

PEOPLE’S PUBS - Words by Mike Pentelow, Pictures by Peter Arkell

From a seafaring family, Dolly
Peel (1782-1857) became

famous for smuggling fugitive
seamen away from the hands of
the press gangs. When her
husband was finally captured,
however, she stowed away on
the same ship as him and fought
alongside him in the Napoleonic
wars. Her husband, Ralph, was
being chased by a press gang
trying to force him aboard a
ship, when he reached his home
in Wapping Street (where Dolly
was born). He was only just
ahead of his pursuers, and when
they broke into the house, Dolly
(who was a large woman) barred
their way up the stairs. 

They tried to force their way
past her “but their efforts were
unavailing for she possessed
phenomenal strength and the
muscles of a man.” She kept
them at bay long enough for her
husband to escape through a
window on the roof. At other
times Dolly helped sailors
running from the press gangs by
hiding them under her
voluminous petticoats. Her
husband was finally caught
however and forced on to a
man-o-war ship to fight in the
Napoleonic wars. Dolly,
reluctant to be parted from him,
stowed away on the same ship
(women were not allowed

aboard). Once at sea she came
out into the open and the
captain decided to put her to
work in the cockpit tending to
wounded sailors and cooking
for them in the height of battle.
She proved to have a nerve of
iron and her fighting spirit was
much admired. On her return to
South Shields she became
known as “Queen of the
Smugglers” – selling fish by day
and smuggling brandy and
tobacco at night. The
contraband was landed at
Marsden beach and then
transferred to a large cave just
south of where Marsden Grotto
now stands. Her fame spread

and plays were written about
her which were performed for
many years. Although having
received no formal education
she proved talented at writing
poems and songs – including
one about the loss of a ship
called Dove from Sunderland.
She died aged 75 after a bad
attack of bronchitis. A statue of
her overlooking the Tyne near
her birthplace (about a mile
from the pub) was unveiled in
1987. It was sculpted by local
shipyard worker Bill Gofton in
solid concrete. There is also a
portrait of her in South Shields
central library. 
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Dear editor,
I am writing to thank RMT pension officer Nick Cole and
RMT rep Mark Harding for the hard work they carried out on
my behalf to obtain my ill health pension from Transport for
London Pension Fund.
I first contacted Nick Cole in January 2008 after my Ill
Health Pension had been turn down by the Pension Fund
although I was very sick and had been medically terminated
from my job as a Duty Station Manager with London
Underground Limited in June 2007. He asked me to send all
my paper work which I did.
On receipt of my paper work, Nick Cole contacted me and
told me he would introduce me to a union representative who
would deal with the case.  The next day I got a phone call
from Mark Harding.  He took up the case and went to every
appointment at TfL headquarters and also went with me to
see the Pensions Fund Consultant in Harley Street on a
Sunday.
After various hurdles and hard work from Mark Harding, I
was finally granted my Ill Health Pension on September 24
2009.
Mark Harding has been a rock and very supportive during my
lowest hours. He encouraged me to not to give up and also
renewed my person by giving me hope.
Many thanks to Mark Harding and Nick Cole from me and
my family.

Yours sincerely,
Mofoluwasho Baiyewu

Dear editor,
I am writing to inform you that my husband Nigel Sanders
passed away earlier this year due to cancer. Nigel worked on
the railways in Wolverhampton for 29 years, he was only 54.
In 1976 Nigel went to work at Wolverhampton’s low level
station working in the ticket office and on the passenger and
goods side of the railways. He worked at high level station
and Oxley and in the signal box at Penkridge, which he
remembered as his favourite place of work.
He went on to work on the freight side at English, Welsh and
Scottish Railways in Horseley Fields, Wolverhampton. He
worked there until he took retirement on ill health grounds at
the end of last year. He was invited to a special presentation
with his work colleagues and manager Rob McItrick awarded
him a special certificate and a beautiful signed print of a
freight train.
The railway was his life and his spare time would be spent
on the Severn Valley steam railways.

Yours sincerely,
Annette Sanders

Dear editor,
I am a shop steward working in the North
Sea sector for the OILC, which is the
offshore energy branch of the RMT in
Aberdeen. 
I work for a catering company and come
under COTA which is an agreement
between the catering companies and a
joint union deal with the RMT and Unite
unions.
In my opinion the COTA terms and
conditions must be improved we are way
behind our brothers and sisters in Norway
and Denmark where they have superior
terms and conditions and paid leave.
The union is fighting the right to paid
leave through the Working Time Directive
it has been a long battle through the
Tribunal system and we should hear the
result of the appeal in the autumn of
2010. Our members range from catering,
drilling, deck crew, production, divers,
rovs, cementers, engineers etc.
All workers are welcome to join us to help
us not only to make it safer but to also
improve the terms and conditions for all
offshore workers.

Yours sincerely,
David Fitzpatrick   

Letters

ORGANISING OFFSHORE

UNION WINS PENSION VICTORY

FAREWELL TO A RAILWAYMAN
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INDIAN WELLS KISSIMMEE
VILLAS
10% discount on rates for RMT
members. Beautiful 3 bedroom 2
bathroom villa in Florida 5 minutes
drive from Disney. Exceptionally
central location, own pool with
screen porch and overlooking a
lake. Will sleep 8 and cot facilities
are available. 01202 427854.
www.indianwellskissimmeevillas.co.uk

CLASSIFIED ADS

No. 54
solution...

The winner of prize
crossword no. 54 is
David Chapman, Eastbourne.

Send entries to Prize Crossword,
RMT, Unity House, 39 Chalton
Street, London NWI IJD by 
January 5 with your name and
address. 

Winner and solution in next issue.

RMT £50 XMAS
PRIZE CROSSWORD
No. 55. Set by Elk

ACROSS
7 Something given at 10 down (7)
8 See 10 down (7)
9 Where aeroplanes might collide? (3-3)
10 Workers who deal with the mess others

leave behind (8)
11 Drill -- or make weary? (4)
12 Tolerant of social, and especially sexual,

freedom (10)
13 Evaluations -- made by tax office? (11)
18 Launderette, US-style (10)
21 Whicker, Shearer or Titmarsh, for example

(4)
22 Holes in your nose (8)
23 Slice (of bacon) (6)
24 Let go (7)
25 Unit of sound measurement (7)

DOWN
1 Rat (7)
2 People who have broken out  (8)
3 What to do to 7 on 10 down day (6)
4 Old name for 10 down season (8)
5 Transport Secretary (6)
6 Cut pattern or words into surface of

wood, metal etc (7)
10, 8 Eaten after the 20, perhaps with cream or

brandy butter (9, 7)
14 Least tardy (8)
15 To send or pass on; broadcast (8)
16 Blade attached to firearm (7)
17 Bet (7)
19 Aromatic spice -- pass ball through legs

of opponent (6)
20 Large bird, traditionally eaten at 10

down (6)

CARLISLE CITY BRANCH
2010 BRANCH MEETINGS (ALL MONDAYS)
January 4
February 1
March 1
April 12

May 10
June 7
July 4
August 2

September 6
October 4
November 1
December 6

Meetings, all on Mondays,
to take place at 19:00
Club 35, Lowther Street,
Carlisle

Russell Piggott of
South Croydon
wins £500 

Thanks to everyone that took
part by responding to the
union request to keep your
records up to date. 

2009
membership
prize draw
winner!
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Do you save monthly on 28th ?  Or 4 -weekly (Fri)?  You can save by calendar month or 4 -weekly 

How much do you save in your RMT Credit Union Account? £ min. £5 per 
month  

How much do you wish to save in your Christmas Club Account? £ min £10 per month 
in £5 multiples 

The total each period for both accounts on my Direct Debit is               £ the total 
month/4 -weekly  

This is the total amount you wish to save by Direct Debit monthly on the 28th or 4-weekly 
 

Remember that if you have a loan with us your regular Direct Debit will also include that repayment  

DECLARATION 
I understand the Terms & Conditions of the RMT Christmas Club Account and that membership of the RMT Credit Union is a condition of holding 
an RMT Christmas Club Account.  I understand that my monthly savings into the RMT Christmas Club cannot be withdrawn until the maturity 
date which is on or after 14th November each year. 

Your 
Signature 

 Date    /    /      

 

RMT CHRISTMAS CLUB APPLICATION  
RMT Credit Union Account Number (If known)

  

Surname   Address   

Forename(s)     

Home phone     

Mobile     

email   Postcode          

Date of birth   NI Numb   

Employer   RMT Branch  

• You need to be an RMT Credit Union member to open an RMT Christmas Club
Account.

• You have to save at least £5 per month into a regular RMT CU account in
addition to your RMT Christmas Club Account.

• You pay a monthly or 4-weekly Direct Debit consisting of your nominated
Christmas Club payment (min. £10) plus at least £5 per month to your main RMT
CU account. 

• Christmas Club accounts have to be opened by the end of April.  Late
applications commence the following November.

• As an RMT CU member you build up regular savings with a yearly dividend
(3.75% in 2008) and you can apply for low interest rate loans.

• Your Christmas Club money is separate from your regular savings account. That
means you will have a guaranteed sum available for Christmas maturing every
14th November, plus a savings account growing with time.

• The Christmas Club secures your money so it’s there for the Christmas period.
This means that your money is locked-in and you can make no withdrawals
until 14th November when all of your money, plus dividend will be paid out.

• If you make all of your payments we will endeavour to add a dividend bonus of
2% p.a. as accrued through the year 

• All of your money will be paid to your bank account on the first working day
after 14th November.

• If you cancel your payments the 2% dividend is not applied and you cannot
withdraw your money until after 14th November.  If you think you will need
access to your money before 14th November, this account is not suitable for
you.

• The Christmas Club will continue year-on-year, so payments after 14th
November start the next year’s account.  Of course if you wish to cancel your
payments you are free to do so at any time.

RMT CHRISTMAS CLUB
SAVE FOR CHRISTMAS THE EASY AND SAFE WAY WITH THE RMT CREDIT UNION
Saving for Christmas can be a real headache.  Take some of the stress
away by saving over the course of the year with the RMT Christmas
Club.  We’ll add a little extra to your savings and pay out the money
ready for your Christmas shopping spree. This account is designed for
people who want a secure savings account that helps them to save for
their Christmas spending.

It’s based on the traditional Christmas Club principle of saving a fixed
amount each month that is not accessible until the payout date.  Many
people like the discipline of a regular savings programme where they are
not able to access the cash!

Even a small amount saved each month soon adds up.  Saving is
made easy by Direct Debit either monthly or 4-weekly to suit your pay
cycle.

For our Christmas Club, the maturity date will be 14th November
each year.  We will add a bonus dividend at the maturity date and pay
the money direct to your bank account.  There are no vouchers or

hampers or anything of that kind – you decide how you want to spend
your money.

The bonus will be added to your savings if you complete all of your
regular payments. Last years bonus was 2%, and we hope to improve
this in subsequent years as the Christmas Club grows.  

As all of your Christmas Club money will be paid out each year it will
be kept separately from your regular credit union savings and cannot be
used against credit union loans. 

There is also a summer savings club account on the same basis and
principle with a payout date of mid-June, so that you can have ready
access to summer holiday spending money. 

If you want to open a Christmas Club account and are already a
credit union member simply complete the form below. If you are not
already a credit union member you will have to complete the form below
and the credit union membership application opposite. 
Completed forms should be returned to our freepost address.

TERMS & CONDITIONS – IMPORTANT INFORMATION - WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT RMT CHRISTMAS CLUB

Your savings are fully protected for up to £50,000 by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme



MEMBERSHIP NUMBER

Finance Department, Unity House, 39 Chalton Street, London NW1 1JD 

RMT CREDIT UNION APPLICATION FORM – please complete your application along with the attached Direct Debit.

P l e a s e  u s e  B L O C K  C A P I TA L S and black ink.                          

1 PERSONAL DETAILS.

sserddAemanruS

Forename(s)

Home phone

edoctsoPenohp eliboM

Email address

rebmuN ecnarusnI lanoitaNhtriB fo etaD

3 Your Employment.

hcnarBTMRreyolpmE

Job Description

4 Mr Mrs Ms Miss 

5 Membership Status

RMT TU Member Retired RMT TU Member RMT Family Member 

6 How much do you wish to save  £                            This is the amount you wish to save by Direct Debit monthly on the 28th        

7 Normally your payments are made once a month (28th) to RMT Credit Union Ltd.

8 Next of Kin     .....................................................................................

Address .....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

.....................................................................................

9 I undertake to abide by the rules now in force or those that are adopted.

etaDerutangis ruoY

2 Marrital Status married partner single divorced Drivers Licence No.

Instruction to your Bank or
Building Society to pay by Direct Debit

Please fill in the whole form including official use box using a ball point pen and
Send to: RMT Credit Union Ltd., 39 Chalton Street, London NW1 1JD

Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society

Originator’s Identification Number

Reference Number

FOR RMT CREDIT UNION LTD OFFICIAL USE ONLY
This is not part of the the instruction to your Bank or Building Society.

yteicoS gnidliuB/knaBreganaM ehT :oT

Address

Postcode

Signature(s)

Date

Name(s) of Account Holder(s)

Bank/Building Society account number

Branch Sort Code

Instructions to your Bank or Building Society.
Please pay RMT Credit Union Ltd Direct Debits for the account detailed in this instruction subject to the safeguards
assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I understand that this instruction may remain with RMT Credit Union Ltd, if
so, details will be passed electronically to my Bank/Building Society.

Banks and Building Societies may not accept Direct Debit Instructions from some types of account

This guarantee should be detached and retained by the Payer.

The Direct Debit Guarantee
This guarantee is offered by all Banks and Building Societies that take part in the Direct Debit Scheme.The efficiency and security of the scheme is monitored and protected by your own Bank or
Building Society.
If the amounts to be paid or the payment date changes, RMT Credit Union Ltd will notify you 10 working days in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed
If an error is made by RMT Credit Union Ltd or your Bank or Building Society, you are guaranteed a full and immediate refund from your branch of the amount paid
You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by writing to your Bank or Building Society. Please also send a copy of your letter to us.

9 7 4 2 8 1

RMT CREDIT UNION LTD.

We are checking new member identification electronically. To do
this, we now carry out searches with credit reference agencies
who supply us with relevant detail including information from the
Electoral Register. The searches will not be used by other lenders
to assess your ability to obtain credit.

I agree to my identity being checked electronically

If we cannot verify your identity and address by this method, we will ask you to provide paper
documentation instead. Full details of these can be supplied to you by calling 020 7529 8835.

or date you next get paid
if 4 weekly (Fri)weekly date here.......................



Open six days a week 
Mon to Fri - 8am until 6pm, Sat - 9.30am to 4pm

e-mail: info@rmt.org.uk

Legal helpline: 0800 587 7516
Seven days a week 

or call the helpline on freephone
0800 376 3706

Visit www.rmt.org.uk to join online

JOIN RMT
BRITAIN’S 
SPECIALIST
TRANSPORT
UNION

Problems at work? Call the helpline
(Now with two operators and the facilities to translate
into 170 languages)




